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¥ UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION SUBSIDIARIES are now selecting a limited ‘ 

’ number of outstanding engineering students for summer employment. This tem- s 

v porary work has been designed to provide students with practical experience that a 
v . E ‘ 3 a 
v will supplement their regular college curriculum. This work may also prove a A 
v z x : 44 5 4 a 
Vv valuable guide to the student in choosing his life work following graduation. i 
v A 
z The activities of U. S. Steel Subsidiary Companies are so diversified that they a 

‘ , Seed 5 7 a 
v require qualified men in just about every branch of engineering. And every effort a 
y . : Suge: . 
v is made to place these students in permanent positions with “ 
v . ee, v U. S. Steel after graduation. . . 

y Your Placement Officer can give you additional information |r 

¥. about summer employment with United States Steel. Why not | 

v discuss the matter with him and at the same time ask him for | COR 

v a copy of the book—‘“Paths of Opportunity in U. S. Steel.” 

VEP PPP PEPE EEE PPP P PEEP EPP PE PEPE EEE PEPE PEPE PEPE PEPE PEEP PDD | IN US STEEL 

__ AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY - AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY - CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION - COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 
H.C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES - GENEVA STEEL COMPANY - GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 
HICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY - NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY - OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY - OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 

= PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION - PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY - TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 
he ed] UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 

hs yj UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY - VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 

ee ee
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Se a i E pe eae Not all men qualified for graduate work can continue ude “ 

their advanced study under a full-time university pro- ‘ : 
gram. Westinghouse recognizes this fact and has done i. 

gtd something about it. er sag Ke 
‘The Westinghouse Graduate Study Program, inaugu- 2 

rated in 1927, has been instrumental in helping many er 

Westinghouse employes realize their ambition to obtain a 
an MLS. or Ph.D. degree. It is a joint undertaking by 
Westinghouse and several leading universities. 

The Graduate Study Program enables you to combine 

advanced study with your job at Westinghouse. In this ; 
way, you can apply advanced fundamental knowledge ; 
to solve the problems you encounter on your regular job. J 

Get complete information about the many opportuni- 
lies offered engineering graduates at Westinghouse, . 
including the advantages offered through the Graduate . 
Student Training Course and the Graduate Study Pro- : 
gram leading to higher degrees. Complete information b 
is given in the booklet, “Westinghouse Graduate Study ft | 
Program”. You may also want a copy of, “Finding 
Your Place in Industry”. Use coupon at right. —6-10028 

v VER | fe | ‘ aoe \ [Lee —_—— cele eeree Wee | Lae r on TT Ve 2 ~ | To obtain copy of Finding Your Place in Industry, consult a ae | Placement Oliver of your university, or mail this Coupon to: 
oe ce The District Educational Coordinator 

i Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
| 20 N. Wacker Drive, P.O. Box B, Zone 90 

e Chicago 6, Illinois 

estinghouse | « 
‘ce OFFICES EVERYWHERE PLANTS IN 25 CITIES . ! College Course 

Address 

| City_____ State 
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i SHUM E scene from the Alcoa Technicolor Film,Unfinished 
FURIE Rainbows”, scarring Alan Ladd as Charles Martin 

| : eS HUA iia Hall with Janet Shaw as his sister Julia. Available 
& i FHV) Hon request’for your church, school or organization. 

nA y FRY! Gl Addcess Gulf Building, “Pittsburgh 19, Penna. 

Se hr? 
eS. PT a - S Xe p : Se FUORI _ we. ee 

ALAN LADD now co-starring in ‘WHISPERING SMITH", a Paramount Picture. Color by Technicolor. 

fA i i How a group o merican pioneers 
e e 

has held the price of Aluminum down 

Charles Martin Hall, founder of America’s alumi- have accomplished most of the finding-out that 

num industry, had a special kind of gleam in his took fifty centuries, with the age-old metals. 

eye. Every one of us has it too. It’s working in the mill and having it seem that 
He was bound and determined to find a way every shining sheet racing over the rolls is your own. 

to make aluminum cheaply. The schoolbooks all It’s typing a letter in answer to a simple query, 

tell how he did it, where the world’s greatest and having the deep-down feeling that you may 

scientists failed. be in at the birth of a new business, taking root 

Bluntly speaking, Charles Martin Hall set out in aluminum. 
to cut the world price of aluminum. We propose to keep on being pioneers in 

He was the first of the men and women of broadening the usefulness of aluminum. Alcoa 

Aluminum Company of America. He licked a Aluminum sold in 1939 for 20 cents a pound. 
process. We who followed him—engineers, chem- It sells today for 16 cents. 
ists, metallurgists, physicists, production experts We are pioneering with microscopes and calipers 
—have been at it ever since. and rolling mills. We'll stack them against axes 

But the gleam is the same. It’s bumping elbows and squirrel rifles and spinning wheels, for a place 
in the research lab with men who, in fifty years, of importance in the history of our America. 

To know other stories of the Aloga family and the growth of aluminum’s usefulness to you, write for fro 
copy of “Aluminum—Its Story”, ALumMiINuM Company or America, Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. |ALCOA 

A 1 ())/8 (ALUMINUM LG QE First in ALUMINUM \acJ 
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O Variety of Equipment used by 

SUPERIOR METAL TREATERS, INC. 

Emphasizes the Versatility of GAS 

VARIETY is one of the most characteristic features selecting this equipment Mr. Ehmann determined to 

of a commercial heat treating shop—variety of cus- use GAS because, as he expresses it, “During my 

tomer demands and variety of equipment required to years in this business I discovered that Gas Equip- 

fulfill them. ment provided the accurate control, economical 

: operation, and versatility we needed. The precise 

With a background of 22 years experience, Evan D. temperatures and speed of heating we obtain with 

Ehmann, President of eipeat Metal Treaters, Inc., GAS mean a lot of extra production in our 

knew just what to look for when he established his shop.” 

Newark, New Jersey, shop. This modern plant has . . . 

the productive capacity to cope with the miscellaneous i wear? the heat treating oe isa egies 

i f tomets. ine application, or a commercial shop operation, the 

Fequirements of many customers flexibility of GAS and the versatility of modern Gas 

Key feature of the installation is the versatility of Equipment are important economic factors. The char- 

the equipment. Each unit was chosen for its ability acteristics of GAS make it stand out in any comparison 

to perform under a number of different conditions. In with other available fuels for heat processing. 

as Shop views showing the compact arrangement of the wide variety 

—_ of heat treating units, including 2 pot furnaces, 
oes _ 7 salt bath furnaces and 3 ovens. ‘ 
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AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION Ea 
TYEE RAE 

420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y. TCE 
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DUPONT LAGOS Phin 
| For Students of Science and Engineering , > = “iu % | i 

lee So hoe | 

¢ ‘h . t ° nical experts from the studios in i A 

emis S in Hollywood. They made and tested 9 yt 

e scores of film coatings. Finally there fs 

Pi ctu r e S were developed films of exceedingly W. L. Foy, Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry, 
i Clark University, 1947, and A. C. Lapsley, 

- fine grain structures. Ph.D. in Physics, Virginia, 1947, discussing 
M-G-M and Paramount were details of Color Densitometer Wirihg Diagram 

How Du Pont and studio scien- — among the first to use the new type nee in gonnechon. with research on color 
tists solved the problem Du Pont films. The development was pMoregrapny. 

of noisy film heralded by the press as ‘another outstanding achievements, two of 
milestone in the technical progress which have been recognized by 

Who’d ever expect to find Du Pont of the industry,’’and in 1943 Du Pont “Oscars.” 

chemists in Hollywood? When mo- - a iar ¥ Sia sie 
Te TE me 2 PAT oe td PES eet ae 

tion pictures suddenly started to talk, | ef ™ ~ in i cf eS : ag Ph 

a whole new series of perplexing sci- | Mf GRE Ke BS 7 
entific problems was born, not the fi eae SE Siege te, 
least of which was “noisy” film. | a E os a may ATs 4 BEA eee ¢ LULU LULU = / Bt Ay se ag 

As you know, sound is usually re- a iE fe. oe | : er +4 G gt Se 
corded directly on film. If youhold | | af BQUIA ge ies baat tet Paras 
a strip of motion picture film to the i | Sf... <p S w*. - 3% ea BS ere Aes 

light, the sound track is seen as a DE Pe weak aS; het ae | 

narrow band of irregular lines. A L LE f ~— © 7/ Bs ty us rat eo ay My 

light ray passing through the mov- EL > —~“=¢ / CSS a ee ee eo 3 
8 Pp 8 , oe = qo oy oe! fee! ye Ras had (aA 

ing sound track falls on a photocell li Le cae on li coarde. vata tin the-parti " f 1 
S “as + Voi d * ti band coarse grain films, the particles of silver are with rapid interruptions or changes Yl and merc ppey-ar continu tang and eral: Canpae nit DuPont 

in intensity. The photocell converts Any irregularity means noise. fine grain film, right. (Magnified 1000 times.) 

these interruptions into electrical im- . . 

pulses which, amplified, reach the received an: Academy Award of Merit The Photo Products Department, 

theater audience as voice and music. _ for its achievement. Now the use of —_ however, is just one of ten Du Pont 

If the film has a coarse grain struc- fine Bram films is practically uni- manufacturing departments, all of 
. : imes tha versal in Hollywood. Actors, actresses which engage in continuous research. 

ture, it tends to give lines t are k their i th hnical B 
not sharp and uniform in density. ners © EI eS, hice heh vec! mica Operated much like separate com- 

Such irregularities interrupt the light restrictions:to;cramp their-artisHry. panies, each holds challenging oppor- 

ray—come out as distracting noise. You may have a place tunities for young, college-trained 

What could be done about it? in Du Pont research eeu eee oak oe Pe 

Du Pontscientists ofthe Photo Prod- Jad you beenamember of a Du Pont stipe wemnen of oromixe 

ucts Department started a program Photo Products research team since but makes @ coneciesitiias effort to 
of research, in cooperation with tech- : . : 

. B 1931, you might have shared in many help each one develop as rapidly as 
a possible. Whatever your interests, 

Don't miss reading this new Va . you will find here the cooperation 

ee et and friendly interest you need to do 
booklet about Du Pont i) my = | b ‘A ber of l 

Send for your copy of ot Pete | your. hest. As/a.membersof.a:small, 
7 “The Du Pont Company eas TB yeruae 2 congenial working team, your ability 
oe sto the College (reds: Sass sauiede es iv can beseen, recognized and rewarded. 

(= Cited, 40-page booklet an- et es 4 
| © | swers your questions, de- beeen 

ge __ scribes many fields which SU 1 
| & _ may be new to you. Tells acuisyedals (yt 
= about opportunities in mma Nia 

bo Gee research, production, SUSE REP ER DELLA MRA NT, ESSIEN sales, etc. Explains how feed hah iis sane biota aay aoe 

free Sony, aditens 2518 Nemours Bligy : eS BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
Wilmington 98, Delaware. Achievements of Du Pont scientists over the . .« THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

years have won two “Oscars” from Academy 
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. ———— es 

More facts about Du Pont — Listen to “Cavalcade 

WRITE TODAY for “The Du Pont Company and the College Graduate “” of America” Monday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 
rrr ay 
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ST. PAT — 1949 

Fritz Kohli, electrical engineer, breaks through a pile of 
buttons to claim the title of St. Pat for 1949. 
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= See ENGINES ——____ 
Al C ‘ Je “Rechet”” Inside the new Oldsmobile ‘Rochet 

by Russell Pipkorn m’49 

Researcs has again triumphed. Two new internal Changes in the Design of Cylinders 

combustion engines have been developed, one by Dr. Numerous design changes were found to be the most 
Charles F. Kettering, head of General Motors Research, successful by both groups. For the purpose of description, 

and the other by the engineers of Cadillac. Both engines the Kettering engine is a good example. This engine is 
are strangely similar in design, having been developed to be used on the new Oldsmobile. 

independently. “Boss Ket,” as Dr. Kettering is known to . ; = : 
. . . The old eight cylinder in-line engine has been replaced 

his associates, has always been an advocate of basic re- : : : 
h. and wm it has “paid off.” by the V-type engine having four cylinders in each bank 

Search, and’ again it has paid ott of the V. This has been responsible for the greatest de- 

The high compression ratios, as high as 12 to 1, must crease in the length of the engine. The crankcase has thus 
wait for the advent of high octane gasoline, with an octane been shortened and made more rugged. The crankshaft 

rating of about 100. In the meantime, with the available has also been simplified, since now it requires only four 

fuels, the maximum ratio used will be 7.5 to 1. Cadillac throws instead of the original eight. In this design two 

will use this ratio, while the Kettering engine will use a connecting rods operate from one throw. The crankshaft 

ratio of 7.25 to 1. This increased ratio (today’s engines —now only 26 7/16 inches long, 12 3/4 inches shorter 

use ratios just under 7 to 1) means increased power with than the old design—is stiffer and is less affected by the 

smaller, lighter engines. bending action produced by the piston force. Five main 

gatas: Saale a a Four a ner e ho ‘ a oe 

: ; a a Fe 
2 Au if Q Pe ay yaaa 4 t 

JA is ry 92 fj * 

Pe), P 7 CRP SOs wseae Mckee 

PN ahr hL.. ¢ 
— sr PIN ia OE; A ae PI 5 
_ a \ a Ao We ree C > : 2 

Oy a 

(Cut courtesy of Product Engineering Magazine) 

View of the new Kettering engine as being used in the new Oldsmobiles. 
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(Cut courtesy of Product Engineering Magazine) 

A cross-sectional drawing taken through the cylinder of the Kettering engine. Note the V-type construction and the cutaway 

skirt on the piston. The cross hatched section around the cylinder heads outline the exhaust gas jacket. 

bearings are used instead of the conventional three, help- allow clearance for the crankshaft. Slots between the head 
ing to increase the rigidity of the crankshaft. and skirt of the piston lessen the heat transfer to the skirt 

The diameter of the pistons has been enlarged to 3 3/4 and consequently lessen the skirt distortion, always main- 

inches and the stroke has been shortened to only 3 7/16 taining the proper fit of piston to cylinder. Steel struts, 

inches. This is a ratio of stroke to piston diameter of integrally cast in the aluminum piston give additional 

0.917 as compared to the old ratio of 1.191. This decrease support to the wrist pin bushings. Four piston rings have 

in the stroke length has made possible a decrease in the replaced the conventional five with no loss in the proper 

length of the connecting rods. This, along with a heavier sealing. Pads for balancing have also been included, cast 
I-section, has provided connecting rods more resistant to as part of the wrist pin bosses. The weight of each piston 

bending stresses. They have also been provided with a is made identical by the proper machining of the pads. 

balancing pad on each end. In manufacture these pads The wrist pin diameter has been increased to one inch. 
are automatically machined to size to give accurate weights Redesign of the Valve Arrangement 

on each end and consequently perfect balance. The conventional engine used an L-head. This allowed 

The piston has also been improved in design. Instead ihe yalves to be actuated directly from the cam shaft. 
of the conventional full skirt on the piston, a portion on Ty this design, because of a restricted passage from the 

each side, in line with the wrist pin, has been cut out to (please turn to page 36) 
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A. Zz the o ee 

by John Misey e’49 

Located on 68 acres of wooded land in Washington’s ard weights, balances, watches, stop watches, marine 

northwest section and resembling an institution of higher chronometers, burettes, flasks, hydrometers, capacity and 

learning, is the National Bureau of Standards. To many density standards, dental materials, railway track scales, 

it is just another government agency whose sole purpose gas meters, and gages of various types. It further deter- 

is to be the custodian for the nation’s basic scientific stand- mines the thermal expansivity of various solids and 

ards, but this represents only a small fraction of its func- calibrates standards of extreme accuracy. 

tions. It is the principal agency of the Federal Govern- Heat and Power 

ment for research in physics, mathematics, chemistry, and Tests are made on optical pyrometers, thermocouples, 

engineering. Besides being the custodian of the Nation’s and thermocouple materials, platinum resistance ther- 

basic scientifiic standards it conducts research leading mometers, clinical thermometers, compressors, ice re- 

to improved measurement methods, determines physical  frigerators, oil burners, chimney furnaces, heat character- 

constants and properties of materials, undertakes major istics of precast concrete buildings, thermal conductivity, 

research and development programs, develops specifica- heats of combustion of fuels, ice cream freezers, base- 

tions for federal supplies, and serves government and board heating systems, warm air furnaces, and electric 

industry in an advisory capacity on many scientific and hot-water heaters. It further determines the fire-resistance 

technical matters in the physical sciences. qualities of walls, partitions, deck coverings, oils, paints, 

The Bureau of Standards was set up originally in 1901 and textiles. 

although it had a forerunner in government service that 

was known as the Office of Weights and Measures in , . 

the Treasury department. The basic responsibility was the sia 

establishment of standards of physical measurements, * 

however, as technology became more advanced the im- am 2 J e 

provement of methods of measurement and the necessary qi Hl -. aes 

associated research resulted in the expansion of the Bur- os m TA _ ae | at 

eau to a point where the staff totals 2500 persons, of an eA) ge oo oe F ’ 

which over 1000 are professional scientists, engineers, and im i A — = eo [ " 

research associates. |) “Th a “a 

To carry its diversified activities to the fullest extent f i ae || 7 f 1 ! 7 

for the improvement of standards and for serving the bg 1) -] ] i ae be ‘| 4 

government the Bureau is divided into 14 divisions. Each if { iT ‘pe ee wa a 

of these divisions contain a number of sections devoted ao ae as’ pan mes, a i 

to particular phases of the broader division. To discuss ae oe Se _ 

all these projects would require a volume in itself, but . — = 

a cursory glance will show the extent of its work in order er nc ae nite ee sce 

to fulfill its responsibility to the government. (Photos courtesy Bureau of Standards) 

Electricity and Optics A test in High Voltage Lab on guided lightning. 

In optics this division is concerned with spectroscopy, Atomic Physics 

interferometry, radiometry, photometry, colorimetry, op- This is one of the newer divisions in the Bureau but 

tical instruments, polarimetry, and photographic technol- some of the work done in this division has been carried out 

ogy. In electricity the Bureau tests standard instruments for a number of years. The atomic bomb project had its 

of the electrical industry. The devices usually tested in- origin here in 1939 but was later transferred to the War 

clude resistors, precision resistance apparatus, standard Department. For the research in atomic physics it has 

wire samples, capacitors, ammeters, voltmeters, wattmeters, a million and one-half volt X-ray unit and a 50-million 

current and voltage transformers, watt-hour meters, tape, volt betatron. To this division the study of spectroscopy, 

wire, insulating materials, electrocardiographs, magnetic mass spectrometry, radioactivity, and electronics has been 

materials, standard cells, and batteries. transferred so that all these closely associated studies can 

Metrology be carried on without duplication. 

The science of systems and weights is of primary im- Chemistry 

portance in this division. It tests line standards, scales, A wide range of work in organic, analytical, and physi- 

meter invar base-line tapes, steel tapes, spring balances, cal chemistry is investigated by this division, with special 

level rods, saccharimeter scales, precision circles, stand- units devoted to gas chemistry; thermochemistry; hydro- 
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An aerial view of the National Bureau of Standards campus. P' 

carbons; uranium and related materials; electro-depo- Mineral Products 
sition; reagents and platinum metals; paints, varnishes, In mineral Aaees the division: does: dest work: tn . mineral products the divisio oes tes - and lacquers; and bituminous, detergent, and miscellan- is re las 1 f ‘ 
eous materials. Especially noteworthy is the expansion of vowving Porcelain, pottery, glass, glass refractories, ce- the work of nandoed com les: for he urpose of deter. ment (both chemical and physical tests), concrete and 

- ‘is iti ne dustrial nn i Is concrete materials, structural materials, lime and gypsum, minin e composition of industria erials. 5 4 8 P Mechani soils, waterproofings, and enameled metals. In the field it lechanics : : 
This division tests and calibrates a variety of mechan- tent cement: making appananie andl Inapees wemuene.cege . ing laboratories and their various testing apparatus. It ical instruments from postage meters, phonograph needles, hi Bese 8 APP A wrezeoh for aivenafe ineering, and laboratory conducts research in the constitution, microstructure, and and microphones to aircraft, eng B> , : 

. chemistry of mineral products. instruments. It conducts research in sound aerodynamics, y i ine Technol, 
and hydraulics In engineering mechanics it conducts Bui a : echno ogy 
tensile-strength tests as well as compression, bending, and . In recent years the bui ding profession has been look- torsion tests on a variety of materials ing more and more to the results of scientific research to 

Organic and Fibrous Materials guide its practices and has been relying less and less on 
The main activity in this division is the study in the tradition. For this reason the Bureau has taken Projects 

field of rubber research of synthetic and natural rubbers. "¢ ated to this field and placed them in one division. It 

It makes several thousands of tests yearly on rubber, deve ops methods for determining the relative merits of 
plastics, textiles, paper, and leather. A large part of these materials, types of construction, and equipment used be 
tests are for other government agencies for determining ailing. Tt does work on safety problems, particularly 
compliance of government purchases with specifications re resistance, and from this principles are developed 
and to aid in the development or improvement of the which will guide the development of new types of con- epecihvadions struction. It investigates the field of structural engineer- 

ing for better types of structural forms. It probes the Metallurgy 8 YP\ P 
The division is broken down into several sections which Subject of heating and air conditioning, works on exterior 

correspond to the specialized branches of metallurgy, and (SxterlOr coverings, and finally writes codes and SPEEI 
namely; optical, thermal, mechanical, and chemical metal- fications. 
lurgy. An experimental foundry complete with new roll- Applied Mathematics 
ing mills, precision casting units, and associated equip- The division is divided into three sections. The first 
ment is maintained to assist the scientists in studying one is the study of new statistical methods for testing or 
various properties of metals. Some of the projects com- similar procedures to be sure of drawing correct con- 
promise exposure tests in atmosphere and tidewater im- clusions from results of laboratory methods. The second 
mersion, and tests of working, welding, riveting, and cast- part is the performance of numerical computation and the 
ing of both ferrous and non-ferrous metals. development of mathematical tables. The last phase in- 
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volves the development of computing machines for the find this information useful. It publishes a technical news 

Navy and the Census Bureau. It involves the development bulletin, periodicals, research papers, and reports which 

of very high speed calculating devices that work on elec- can be obtained through the government printing office. 

trical principles. Many have been the achievements of the Bureau through- 

Commodity Standards out its lifetime, all of them being very important but some 

Since the government is one of the biggest businesses, gaining prominence through situations under which they 

the division develops commodity standards by which all were made public. Among these are the war developments 

government purchasing agencies can be guided. Upon re- of the famous guided missile BAT which automatically 

quests from any group it sets up trade standards, simpli- seeks and follows the target to the point of collision; the 

fied practice procedures, codes, and specifications which : were — 

are voluntary in nature. These activities have been ae a gate 1) i Pes 

especially useful in the meal, cermaic products, textile, _ WT } a 2 ee te 

apparel, and chemical products industries. The recommen- aa Ey 4 oa 

dations cover numberless items such as: men’s pajama i as a 

sizes, manner of packing goods, vitreous china plumbing 1 Pn reed i ae P 

fixtures, standard doors, hardware cloth, asphalt tiles, pia =~ " ie : Le ofall et: a j | F 

and mechanical equipment. : wwe / = 28 i 
Ordnance Developments re” Bd | sayin a ia 

The Ordnance Department depends almost entirely on . i | P : i a 

the Bureau for technical improvements and new develop- 2 nc! Ss a ae Ge 4 i 

ments of its equipment. This involves special research, = init & 2a = 

tests, and evaluations of interest only to the Ordnance = =] rs 

Department. Under its auspices the development of o. a 2 

guided missiles, proximity fuses, and fire-control instru- 153 a ty 

ments are promoted. a 3 a 

Radio Propagation A 10 million pound testing machine subjecting a floor to a 

This division carries on the country’s share of the world- transverse load test to determine its deflection under maxi- 

wide ionosphere research and measurement program; ap- mum loading conditions, 

plies itself to basic microwave research; and conducts re- development of the proximity or VT fuse for bombs, rock- 

search in frequency utilization. It is engaged in predic- ets, and mortar shells; the development of microwave 

tions—3 months in advance—of the maximum and best radar; and all of the work for the Atomic Energy Com- 

usable frequencies for communication between any two mission from which has come the atomic bomb and re- 

points on the surface of the globe. Radio station WWV lated developments. More recently has been the develop- 

is operated by this division for broadcasting technical serv- ment of the atomic clock which gives a basically new, 

ices such as standard frequencies and standard time inter- primary standard of frequency and time, invariant with age. 

vals. It assists the F.C.C. in allocating frequency channels To carry on the many functions, personnel becomes a 

for non-government uses and coordinates its work with very important problem. The Bureau’s key research posi- 

other government agencies requiring communications. tions are filled by men of known competence in their fields 

of science, and every effort is made to secure top-ranking 

aR younger scientists and engineers from universities through- 

=z bi out the country. The employment of personnel is con- 

2. les, “sg ducted by the Federal Civil Service Commission. It quali- 

2 fies engineers, chemists, mathematicians, metallurgists, 

ai dleets . : f physicists, meteorologists, and geologists through examina- 

ee oe ES . tions and certifications made by the Bureau. College sopho- 

4 aa on “ mores and juniors can also participate in learning and 

A ee developing professionally through practical experience by 

working at the Bureau during the summer months as a 

Kilogram No. 20, right, is the national standard of mass. student trainee. The theoretical experience training does 
No. 4, left, is a duplicate of No. 20. . ° 

not cease with employment but is further advanced through 

Office of Scientific Publications graduate courses conducted out-of-hours for members of 

Research is fruitless unless the information can be passed the Bureau staff. In addition there are in-hours training 

on to others and applied to solving technical problems. courses of graduate and undergraduate grade, designed 

For this reason the Office of Scientific Publication plays specifically to improve the qualifications of Bureau staff 

an important part in the Bureau’s function. Through it members for the performance of their official duties. 

go the results of many hours’ research which are pub- Colloquia or informal discussions of topics of interest in 

lished for the dissemination of interested government agen- highly specialized fields are presented by various divisions 

cies and for private industries and laboratories who may of the Bureau at one or more times each year. 
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by Walter Mueller m’50 

The choice between aluminum alloys and steel alloys third as heavy as the other structural metals in common 

in many instances requires considerable deliberation. The use. This advantage is not lost in its commercial alloys 

application of aluminum alloys, however, does not overlap because the increase in density resulting from the addition 

the field of application of steel alloys to a very great extent. of the hardening elements does not exceed 3 per cent in 

There are enough major applications where either one the case of wrought alloys and the high strength casting 

could be used that a practical engineer should know the alloys. Even in common casting alloys, the increase is not 

advantages and disadvantages of the use of these materia!s. more than four or five per cent. The alloys in which mag- 

The uses of these materials overlap in three general nesium or silicon is used as the chief alloying constituent 

fields of application. These are namely: structural work, are even lighter than pure aluminum. 

sheet metal work, and castings. The criteria are lightness Aluminum Is Resistant to Atmospheric Corrosion 

and strength. The actual applications are largely in indus- In addition to lightness, aluminum offers excellent re- 

tries manufacturing home appliances, aircraft, passenger sistance to atmospheric corrosion. The metal is also not 

coaches and railroad locomotives, automobiles, steamships, attacked by a considerable variety of chemical compounds, 

and architectural and ornamental supplies. and for this reason it is extensively used in the manufacture 

The number of alloys of steel and aluminum has grown and transportation of a number of commercial chemicals. 

to such an extent in recent years that the engineer is some- The resistance of aluminum to the action of gaseous com- 

times at a loss to know which one to choose. No two of — pounds of sulphur accounts for its use in railway passenger 

the alloys have identical properties, and for each applica- car roofs, equipment for use in oil fields, conduit and 

tion some one alloy is best suited. It is also necessary to smoke ducts in round houses, and for rubber molds. 

know the forms in which these materials are available and The fact that the compounds of aluminum are colorless 

the sizes that are in commercial production. is frequently an advantage. The use of the metals in 
Aluminum Alloys Approaching Strength of Steel utensils for the preparation of food depends upon the fact 

The recent war transformed aluminum from a metal of that aluminum compounds are not injurious to health as 

scarcity and limited utility to a metal of abundance and well as the fact that aluminum has a high coefficient of 
great usefulness. By simple alloying, it is possible to in- heat transfer. 

crease the strength of commercial aluminum by more than The low specific gravity of aluminum enters into cost 

50 per cent. considerations even in those cases where the lightness of 

Many of these alloys have excellent casting character- the metal is of no advantage. Comparisons should be made 

istics, in contrast with pure aluminum which is rather not on the price per pound but on the cost of the finished 

difficult to cast. Alloys containing percentages of added part. For rough estimates, the per pound price of the light 

metal may be worked by rolling and drawing. By the alloy may be divided by three to give the proper relation 

combination of alloying and strain hardening, a tensile to that of other commonly used metals. 

strength equal to three-fourths that of steel may often be . . 
8 4 : — y Lightness of Aluminum Offsets Strength 

obtained, but in these hard tempers only a limited amount . 
‘ When the replacement of common steel alloys with 

of forming can be done. ‘ 5 ; . . : aluminum is considered, the inherent advantages of the 
The discovery of alloys which respond to heat treatment |. . . 

. . lighter metal must be taken into account, since the first processes marked the real entry of aluminum into the . . . 
. cost is practically always in favor of steel. The advantage 

structural field. Several alloys have been developed which, . 2 1. " 
a ‘ ‘ of resistance to corrosion may alone be sufficient to justify in the wrought condition, will develop a tensile strength . . 

i Pa the greater material cost. In the case of moving parts, 
equal to that of structural steel. Their ductility is some- |, y. . 

.. ne : : lightness may be the deciding factor. The longer life and 
what lower, but it is still sufficiently high to permit a con- : 

. . : : improved performance of the assembly resulting from the 
siderable amount of forming. Casting alloys which respond - 2 < : 

: use of light reciprocating parts, with the consequent de- to heat treatment are also available and permit the pro- _?. . 
. : : . ; : crease in vibration and wear, may far more than compen- 

duction of castings having superior mechanical properties : i 
. : sate for any higher material cost. 

compared with the alloys which have been more com- 

monly used. In the transportation field, the savings in operating costs 
Probably the outstanding property of aluminum is its resulting from a decrease in power consumption are suffi- 

low specific gravity; for equal volumes, it is about one- cient to offset the higher cost of light alloy construction 
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in a short time relative to the life of the equipment. In _ siderably better resistance to corrosion than the bare alloys 

railways cars, the time required to pay off the extra costs and have slightly better forming characteristics. A typical 

has been estimated to be three or four years from data application now replacing steel alloy is the covering of 

obtained with experimental cars in which a considerable the hull on a flying boat. 

substitution of aluminum alloy was made. Aluminum alloys have a distinct advantage over steel 

In the case of trucks, where the maximum wheel load alloys because of the fact that they can be used for die 

is limited by state highway laws, the returns from the casting. This use accounts for a large percentage of the 

greater pay load made possible by the use of aluminum, products made of aluminum alloys. Parts for such things 

in addition to the power savings, have been sufficient to as home appliances are easily fabricated in this manner. 

return the additional cost of the light metal in a period Small pumps and similar appartus usually use aluminum 

of three months. in this way. The major use of aluminum in the automotive 

Aluminum Produces Better Castings industry is in the form of die castings. In such instances 

the decision is whether to use aluminum alloys or zinc 
Examples of the advantages of applications of aluminum alloys. 

alloy in railroading are instances such as the reduction in . . 

dead weight of a tank car by 8,388 pounds, and the preser- High Tensile, Low Alloy Steel 

vation of the quality of chemicals in transit when contain- The answer of the steel industry to the challenge of 

ers of aluminum alloy were used. Aluminum in the roof aluminum alloys is a new type of steel called “high tensile, 

structure slashes 4,000 pounds of dead weight from a rail- low alloy” steel. (The composition of this steel alloy is not 

road coach, and aluminum conduit saved 3,347 pounds disclosed.) It was introduced to the American scene in the 

from the weight in the same car. Forged aluminum loco- early 1930’s. Because the steel has greater strength, it 

motive connecting rods and cast heat treated cross head allows lighter sections and lighter sections allow a wider 

assemblies reduce inertia and centrifugal force and are latitude in new weight-saving designs. 

durable in service. Aluminum sand castings are used for This fact has been utilized to a great degree in the trans- 

ornamental purposes because of their resistance to corro- portation industry. Whereas aluminum alloys are used in 

sion and the fine detail and attractive finishes that are railroad cars where great strength is not important and 

possible. on passenger coaches and locomotives to form the sides 

Aluminum alloys are replacing steel alloys to a great and other similar functions, this low-alloy steel is used 

extent because it is possible to make castings that are light for construction of freight cars, hopper cars, and flat cars 

in weight and economical and which eliminate many finish- _ where strength is required. 

ing operations. The details are accurately reproduced and Experimental tests and nearly 15 years of rugged per- 

dimensions are permanent. formance, both commercial and in combat, have yielded 
Aluminum alloys are available in practically all the adequate information about this steel. It has high yield 

forms in which metal is available, including flat and coiled points, 60,000 psi. compared to 33,000 psi. for mild carbon 

sheets, plate, bar, rod, wire, standard structural shapes, steels. It has four to six times the atmospheric corrosion 

moldings and special rolled and extended shapes, seamless resistance of carbon steel, and from two to three times 

drawn tubing in round, square, rectangular, streamlined, that of copper steel. These steels are unusually ductile 

and special shapes, rivets, nails, screws, bolts, nuts, bus and formable. They are also readily weldable. They are 

bars, tanks, and drums. receptive to the gas, arc, and electric resistance welding 

Heat Treatment Improves Aluminum Alloys methods practiced in modern shop work, This allows for 

. . . weight reduction in another direction—the elimination of 
Aluminum alloys may be classified in two groups: name- oo. 

ly, non-heat-treatable and heat-treatable. The harder tem- 
pers are produced in the non-heat-treatable alloys by cold Advantages of New Alloy Steel 

working, and the properties of the heat-treatable alloys This is a distinct advantage over aluminum alloys. Al- 

are improved by thermal treatments. though aluminum alloys can be welded, the process is not 

For many uses, such as in airplanes, buses, railroad cars, very practical and not always satisfactory. Low alloy steel 

ships, and truck bodies, the higher strength of the heat- again, can not be die cast; consequently, each material 

treatable alloys, known as 14S, 24S, 61S and 75S, is re- cannot compete with the other in these respects. There is 

quired. Alloy 24S is heat-treated by heating to 920° F. an advantage in using low alloy steels over carbon steels 
to obtain solid solution of the alloying constituents. It is 5. fa, as welding goes because welding low alloy steel 

then quenched in cold water. Full properties are attained oo es uniform metal with no brittle areas. 

after the material ages at room temperature for four days. Low alloy steels have a shock resistance of several times 

Alclad 24S consists of a core of 24S with a thin coating that of carbon steel, and an abrasion resistance of at least 

of pure aluminum on each side. This coating protects the twice that of ordinary steels. Their fatigue resistance is 
24S from corrosion, not only because it covers the alloy, 60 per cent higher than carbon steel. These advantages 

but also because it provides electrolytic protection on any ere soon recognized and mobile equipment is constantly 

cut surface. being redesigned to use lighter sections, cut down dead 
Alclad 24S is one in a series of alclads. They have con- (please turn to page 26) 
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] N by Robert Gesteland e’52 
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CHI EPSILON His work included the supervision Making his first appearance in 

Plaque night for the actives and of construction of waterfront struc- Madison since his return from Flor- 

pledges of Chi Epsilon, honorary tures for a synthetic rubber plant ida, where he had spent the worst 

civil engineering fraternity, took near Pittsburgh, Pa. of the winter, Oscar, the Iron Man, 

place Wednesday, March 30. At present Mr. Warzyn is associ- spent the week before the St. Pat’s 

Formal initiation was held at the ated with the consulting engineering dance being admired by the comely 

Union April 12, followed by a ban- firm of Mead and Hunt of Madison, co-eds. From his place of vantage 

quet at the Hoffman House. Newly and is in charge of planning a hydro- in the window of Wagner’s Dress 
initiated are: Robert Craig, Leonard electric development in Upper Mich- Shop, Oscar surveyed the doings on 

Guth, Wilbur Holley, Charles Man- igan. While a student at the Uni- State Street and defied the Shysters 

ske, Herbert Goetsch, and Floyd versity of Wisconsin, he was an offi- to try something. 

Whitmore. Toastmaster at the cere- cer of the student chapter of ASCE, As usual, he made his appearance 

monies was Prof. Eldon C. Wagner Future plans of ASCE include at the Engineers’ Dance on the eve- 

of the Civil Engineering department. speeches by Mr. James Law, chair- ning of March 19. It wouldn’t be 

Prof. Edwin R. Shorey of the Mining man of the Wisconsin Highway a Su Dats dance without Oscse 6a 

and Metallurgy department was the Commission and former mayor of hand to oversee the evening. He 

speaker. Madison, and Mr. Wilmer Piper, has notified Triangle that he has 

Officers of the fraternity this se- secretary of the Wisconsin Board of safely returned to Florida, as he 

mester are: Ralph Michael, presi- Registration for Architects and En- can’t take this changeable Wisconsin 

dent; Ralph Schlintz, vice-president; gineers. weather. 

Ray Hahn, secretary; and Bill Haas, SRTANGTR The hobo was king for the eve- 

PREASUECE: . ning at a house party held by Tri- 

HKN In the manner of true eAgineeks angle on Saturday evening, March 

Prof. Jim Watson, retiring electri- ee ee haere cele 26. Old clothes were strictly the or- 

cal engineering professor, was hon- av a dinnee weche. dia eS Reuse On der. The front door was boarded up 

ored by the members of Eta Kappa St. Patrick’s Da ack 17. Guests and the guests entered by the rear 

Nu at an informal gathering in the of the grou .. the dinner were door. In keeping with the infor- 

Union: on; Marchi 31. Trian le Alumnus William Grott of ae Be ine se: ak Mite aight The program consisted of an in- Geiicn and Prof. Patrick HL Hy- of the Road,” beer was served in tin 

formal talk by Professor Watson land. Prof H i d “shot cans. It was a party where everyone 

followed by a bull session between ee nessOE TY ana Bave a sho could relax and be himself. 

the alumni and active chapter mem- talk val St. rick and Soe bs ‘4 Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. 

bers. The large delegation of fac- a ieee > i . he . © Bren ss Richard Woroch. Dick is a gradu- 
ulty members and alumni present Preach a ' © eed ‘ee 2 ate instructor in the Mechanical En- 

enjoyed the program and helped yitteuk and fengthy bull session gineering department. 

down the refreshments. Triangle was host to ten engineers KHK 

A at a smoker at the chapter house on Kappa Eta Kappa, electrical engi- 
r. Willard Warzyn of the class the first of March. Following what neering fraternity, recently an- 

of 1942 was the featured speaker at is developing into a tradition, all nounced. the initiation of 21 new 

the March 8th meeting of the stu- were entertained by Duey Glaubitz members. They include: D. C. Ride- 

dent chapter of the American Soci- and his magic—same tricks and same out, E. Sheibe, J. Hafstrom, Glenn 

ety of Civil Engineers. He told the jokes, but just as entertaining. Cof- Peterson, Floyd Peronto, Allan Ne- 

group about his experiences as an fee, cokes, and cookies rounded out metz, William Maier, Rollin Chap- 

engineer for the Dravo Corporation. the evening. (please turn to page 30) 
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by Russell Henke m’49 

zm 7 A 
PART I log N = 107 loge ad), where e = 2.71828, according 

The slide rule is to the engineer what the drill is to the N .. 
‘ woos to modern parlance and definition. We won’t endeavor 

dentist, and the scalpel to the surgeon. It is his mark of . _ 
aac v ‘ to turn back the wheels of progress to Napier’s original 

distinction; and, not to be overlooked, it is the time saver ; h d idea bei fect! fFici . 

which takes much of the drudgery out of the calculations SAREESSIONS ENE: MMOCERD, IGea: REUSE PERTECRY: Sutiiclene: th 
s + : . this case. 

which are part and parcel of the engineering profession. ae 
5 ‘, & ey As we all know, when multiplying two numbers together 

(Incidentally, it is also a handy whipping boy for those . 
sficves : the log of the product is equal to the sum of the logs of 
idiotic exam errors which crop up now and then.) : sees 

. . . . the two (or more) factors in the multiplication; and, con- 
Since the slide rule is so much of the fiber of the engi- ane , 

: + : versely, in dividing two numbers, the log of the quotient 
neer it seems that the majority of us are woefully lacking | . . 
5 5 ss ‘ is the difference between the logs of the factors involved; 
in understanding of the fundamental principles upon which 

this instrument is based and upon its development. This Mate — AYR I = lo A loz B 

article has been written to rectify this oversight in our x= A x og X = 108 + log 
education. gS B log x = log A — log B 

The slide rule is not, as many may be prone to believe, This leads to the supposition that the first slide rule was 

a modern idea, nor even a modern development. The first probably one in which a logarithm scale was marked off 

slide rules date back to the late 1500’s or early 1600’s. on each of two sticks of wood and the two placed next to 

It had its origin in the invention of logarithms by John each other in such a manner that sums or differences of 

Napier, Baron of Merchiston, Scotland, the first written the logarithms of two numbers could be directly read, thus 

evidence of this discovery being contained in a letter to a eliminating the necessity for calculation other than that 

Danish astronomer in 1594. Since this astronomer didn’t of the anti log. It can easily be seen that this was not too 

seem to do anything in particular with his knowledge we satisfactory in view of the labor involved in calculating 

won’t mention his name, and thus he loses his chance of the anti log. 

going down in scientific history. According to the defini- . . . iablvi 4 
tion offered by John Napier, the logarithm of a number, Pigure : shows how this neat trick for multiplying an 
N, was expressed by the relation: dividing might work. As a matter of fact, a gentleman 

named the Rev. William Oughtred devised just such an 

arrangement as we have just described in the vicinity of 

1630. William Oughtred also was the first to develop 

and use the circular slide rule, the logarithm scales being 

marked out on the perimeters of two concentrically pivoted 

disks of cardboard. Thus the addition or subtraction of 

Leqrithmic Scale the logs was accomplished by merely revolving the disks 

in relation to each other. An innovation on Oughtred’s 
circular slide rules was the inclusion of the logarithms of 

Leg A+lLog B trigonometric numbers in addition to natural numbers. 

As you can well imagine the process of holding two 

J tee | strips of wood together in order to add or subtract logs 

Log A was soon frowned upon as old fashioned, and in 1657 a 

fellow named Seth Partridge brought out a neat trick. He 

held the movable slide between two stationary strips of 
wood, thus making the slide rule an integral unit. This 

Log A-Log B rule had both number and trigonometric scales on both 

faces, making it—of all things—a complete duplex slide 

vee eae sie se os 
[a A These crude slide rules were not called by that name 

until, in 1683, a mechanic named Thomas Everard first 

designated his rules by the name “sliding-rule.” The con- 
FIG. 1 (please turn to page 32) 
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LIBERALIZED ENGINEERING POLYGON’S NEXT PROJECT? 

An engineering education is probably one of the best A few weeks ago we spent an enjoyable evening in 

preparations for anyone in modern times. Perhaps to a _ Great Hall of the nion. The occasion? The 1949 St. Pat’s 

greater extent than any other type of college training Dance, of course! 

does the engineering curricula teach the student to think This festival was by far the most outstanding all-engi- 
clearly, accurately, and conclusively. On top of this the neer function that has ever taken place on this campus. 

student engineer is taught to integrate theory and prac- For once, the music was danceable, and the change from 
tice—and produce results. informal to semi-formal imparted a real party atmos- 

Despite this training, there is very often raised the com- phere. For many of us it was the big social event of the 

plaint against student engineers that they are “uncultur- years and for some, it was the last Important campus 

ed”, “crude”, “too practical”, or “anti-social”. They just affair. 

have a lot of work to do. Many of these engineers ac- Polygon Board and all who cooperated to make this 
tually want to get into personnel, sales, production, or dance such a success are to be congratulated on a job well 
managerial jobs whichwometimes offer more rapid promo- done. Without a doubt, the events of the season took 

tions with higher pay and less direct competition than * great deal of careful planning, and an even more care- 
found in technical fields. ful execution of the plans. Again, well done. 

These jobs require a lot of poise, “culture”, and a back- ea nerhes Daz, Mace . a oe “eauneued be angi was 

ground in social and fine arts. These men will also re- Binet s ay. any 2 gta e RE CUERE Ho"tne campus ° : to see what this new generation of engineers was doing. quire a good fundamental knowledge of economics, psy- And they found that quite a bit doing! 

chology, and finance if they are to succeed in their enter- q a bit was doing: 

prises. And more and more business concerns of all types But Engineer’s Day, laudable activity as it was, never- 
are tapping the vast reservoir of talent held by engineers theless was a faculty affair. There is nothing wrong with 
for this type of work. this, but we feel that the student body at large should 

; . __,. have a chance to exhibit the work they are doing, and that 
Why then do most of our engineering curricula limit which they aspire to do. 

so many of their electives to technical subjects? An indus- Back in 1941, che students did just that! The Engi- 
trial or management option, or course, is not offered to : - 5 a8 . : . . neering Exposition was the highlight of that spring as far engineers as such. Would it not seem wise to offer these h : d. Stud . ked 
men the training they desire and need? as . Ones wae concerned. student groups wore up impressive demonstrations not only for engineers, but 

Perhaps one solution to the problem would be two or to show the general public what engineering meant to 

three years of a pre-engineering course. Engineering is them. Each department had several good exhibits, and it 

still striving to attain professional status. What better way would hardly be fair to single any out. Various industrial 
to get there than by actually giving the engineers a truly concerns had exhibits, too, that demonstrated some of 
professional background upon which to rely? Since there the outstanding engineering developments of the day. 
is such a terrific amount of technical material to be cov- Who came to see all of this? 

ered in any one engineering field, it would perhaps seem People from every walk of life, from every part of the 
more practical to separate the cultural and technical sub- state, from all age groups, crowded through our ME. 

jects into different years. building. High schools brought their students by the bus 

There may still be other suggestions possible which load to see what this engineering was all about. And 
would fill the needs of these men who desire a broader they found out, too! 

training. Perhaps work on a master’s degree is the an- An exposition is a big job. It requires a great deal of 

swer, but a definite need is felt among the engineering. planning, and close cooperation between several organiza- 

undergraduates for a more liberal engineering curricula. tions. Now is the time to start planning. The new mem- 

This could be through course. options, more and better bers of Polygon board have been selected. We are certain 

electives in engineering economics, commerce, English, they will receive much aid and encouragement. 

and psychology, or perhaps an entirely new course. Will we have an exposition next year? W.M.H. 
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Sci Highlight 
by Howard Traeder m’48 and Donald Miller m’50 

METAL FRACTURE THEORY PISTON-JET POWER PLANT of exhaust energy between super- 

Investigations by the General The U. & Aix Eotee. has ane charging and jet thrust. The con- 

Electric Research Laboratory have nounced the development of an air- ventional throttle is used only for 

recently shown that the fracture of craft power plant which delivers low power operation. The power 

metals is due to the formation of more than 4,000 horsepower to a and speed, for the most part, are 

small cracks between the grains or propeller, as well as several hundred Regulated slitonabnaliy by the varie 

crystals of a metal. These minute pounds of jet thrust. This power able slinshange: nozzle, “This: debet: 

cracks or nuclei are caused by the plant is a combination of a 28 cyl- mines the amount of exhaust energy 

movement of the atoms of the metal inder Pratt & Whitney Wasp Ma- extracted for supercharging, which 

across the grain boundaries. These jor engine and a two-stage General mn ourn, fixes the Power thrust of 

nuclei are constantly forming and Electric variable discharge turbo- the engine. The | elimination of 

disappearing again, but they can be supercharger. The excellence of the throttling in aaa air intake: ireduces 
made to grow to a super-critical Wasp Major-VDT lies in the effec- combustion air entrance losses. The 

size when the metal is subjected to tive use of the energy in the en- Power plant has all the elements of 

tension. A crack will then form and gine’s exhaust gases, heretofore a turbojet Engine, | the difference 

grow rapidly along the grain boun- largely wasted, and in the after cool- being that the fuel is burried! im the 

daries until the metal breaks. This ing of the supercharged combustion zo cylinder Wasp Major instead of 

theory can account mathematically air. The exhaust gases are utilized in the conventional jet burners. 

for the many discrepancies between in two ways. First, combustion air LOW COST PHENOLICS 

previous theories and actual meta- is supercharged and secondly, the A new group of general purpose 

lurgical experience. If ways can be gases are discharged to the rear phenolic powders will lower costs 

found to prevent crack formation through an orifice, the size of which with little sacrifice in properties of 

along the boundaries and make the is varied to obtain the best division high-quality molded parts. These 

only possible break occur through 

much stronger grains, it will be pos- 

sible to greatly increase a metal’s E Ty a ° ~ . . ] 

strength at high temperatures. ~~ de ( | 

TAGGED ATOMS ON , a8 
eo Area al ag tees ae holiaiiocc, 

In the investigation of fracture ad , eaters a aa \ Nes 

theory, sclenusts have been using =a an dia a nee IOS 

a radioactive isotope of silver, called bi — Pai MOL EP i ' Ve y . 

“silver-110.” The metal was electro- we i: ee ON i 4 ce FEAR 

plated on the surface of an ordinary ‘ ‘ a a K ‘ nN / hes \ \ i x Ri 
2 oI ae ee a Na Hilfe a 

silver block and after several hours i. : ae en ng ee =| ae i ; 

at 500° C., the specimen was cooled a 1 Ze i Ge yp yi 

and paper thin layers were shaved ' eis ais eG i nl J 

from the block. Each layer was iN Bae > es a 4 > 

checked for radioactivity with a , oe. ey. Ml eel 

Geiger counter, to determine how : . ee 

far into the block the “tagged J Ce 

atoms” had gone. It was found that ion | i 

the atoms may move between the - : i 

grains as fast as one-tenth of an _ gimmie ot ee ee 

inch per week at 500°C. However, . ee ne Sa a 

atoms passing through rather than : 

around the grains take about 10,000 Ww : 

years to move an inch. The radio- (Cut courtesy General Electric) 
active material used in these tests Blackboard diagram illustrating metal fracture theory. In the first circle the 

was greatly diluted to the point metal is under tension, but no nuclei are large enough to grow into major cracks. 

a . In the second, chance atomic activity has caused a supercritical bubble. The third 

where it is not harmful if touched. circle shows the crack rapidly growing as tension enlarges the supercritical bubble. 
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new wood flour filled materials are ——— . 

priced on an average of one cent A : Fs : Ate 

below other general purpose mold- es yO \ La ~. 
ing powders. They are said to have Pe. Bh ha 

good flow characteristics, cure time, re ; 4 ee nina 
2 Soe and water resistance. Although they a / Me, eS 

do not have a high gloss on long i SN 4 - ™~ Tes 

draw molds and are slightly less 4 =~ BS ~ >». 7 lon =} 

rigid, they are highly satisfactory i . can — = > _.. _ F Se 
for most thermosetting plastic ap- ie oor : ~~ & oe . 
es 2 —~ 4 S eee 

plications. oo: ows . : Se eg e eae iy oo 4 os oe s 
ELECTRONIC READER a." Se . oe: 

A laboratory model of an elec- ae vi Y a “a ae 
tronic device which converts read- A a. . 

ing matter into sounds of individual ‘ 

letters has been developed by the | 

RCA Laboratories. In operation a 
. . (Photo courtesy RCA) 

line of type is scanned letter by Operation of the electronic reader. 
letter with a scanning mechanism 
consining @ pitas cotboots ay dar has an error of ten times this The Gorgon IV’s are built by 

abe cal an optical system, Each value. Ordinary level flight instru- Glenn Martin for the Navy. Launch- 
: : a ments are of little value in meas- ed in mid-air from a mother plane, printed letter is scanned vertically = : _ . 

8. : : 3 uring the speed of a dive and it is they have been deliberately held with a pin-point of light at a rate Bf k 
this use which has proved the value down below the speed of sound for of 500 cycles per second. The scan- P P 

ning, however, is not continuous but of these cameras. test purposes. Several, tracked by 
ie tested! our’ an ban alin eeauate VIBRATION METER radar until they plunged into the 
Is Ca 

Z : An instrument which can measure drink, have been fished out so little spot pauses momentarily at several . . . " 
oints along its path, thereby creat the amplitude, velocity, and acceler- damaged that minor repairs would 

S s ? ° A * . ~ . io the wee oe. series of scanned ation of as many as 300 vibrations put them in shape to fly again. i : : : 
spots arranged in a vertical line. As pet second Is enabling engineers fo The flights were made from the whe .aeannin hans ; 4 study vibrations of jet engines in Point M liforni 5 g mechanism is move . . oint Mugu, California, Naval Air I the line of printed type, the flight. The detector is a cylinder Missile Testi Cent Z btai alon > . . ssile Testin enter to in li hen rmall tdlected is cues three inches high and two inches in f . he 2 ° ree °: . 4 erformani a n issi ue th caved material and the diameter, which converts vibrations per" ten in d 3 es ed veal — e . . . ramje ine develo ni- y me P : of the engine into electrical im- Jee eng Bee ae ie beam is interrupted. These interrup- . versity of Southern California and tions are converted into electrical pulses. In practice, several detectors made by the Marquardt Aircraft 

1 : : e Qi 1 
= are mounted on the engines being e ey a 
impulses by means of a photo-tube . . Company. The engine has no mov- 

Lift ire I e: tested, at points where the vibra- . fuel PSM 
and amplifier, the impulses opera’ tion i st critical. The electrical ing parts except a fuel pump.—] 
ing selector circuits which recognize Ton 1S MOSE Critical. e 
i letter and select the correct impulses from the detectors are METALS TAKE A POWDER e letter an . : : 
tape recording so the letter sounds amplified and seg Hiceet 0 an ml Metals shortly may be “taking a 

may be reproduced by a loud speak- strument mounted in the contro powder” in the literal sense of the 
er. The instrument will be a great panel. The meter has been devel- word. A new method of coating one 

help to the blind and also has pos- oped fe Hest new gas turbines now metal on another has been devel- 

sibilities as a recognition device for in. production, oped, in which a layer of metal 
translation of coded patterns such RAMJET RECORD powder is applied on a surface to 

as used by teletype machines. ae fuze oe i Gor- be coated. The surface and coating 
gon SS narely: Deets Garhpes OVE are then heated to a degree just 

ASKANIA CAMERAS the Pacific on stub wings in the long- below the melting point ar the he 

Special cameras are being used to est flights ever made by pilotless air metals for a few minutes, and final- 
measure the speed of new planes. craft with ramjet engines. Time: ly icold rolled. several tutes. ‘The 
The telescopic lenses of the camera “more than ten minutes.” heating takes place in an atmos- 

give a clear image of an airplane at While this may not sound like phere of pure hydrogen so that the 

a height of 40,000 feet. By the use much of a record, remember that powder cannot oxidize. Neither met- 
of these cameras it is possible to ramjets, simplest of all engines and al nor metal powder melts, it is 

measure the absolute height of an perhaps the best for supersonic claimed. Between cold satlings the 
airplane or missile with an accutacy flight, are still little beyond the surface is annealed. The thickness 
of plus or minus 20 feet, while ra- Kitty Hawk stage of development. (please turn to page 28) _ 
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a clomi | c dym: W 

by John M. Warner m’50 

Tungsten has a melting point of 3,400 degrees C., more even on the best carbide tools when machining steel. 

than twice that of iron. Alloyed with carbon, its hardness In 1928 General Electric took a license from Krupp 

is nearly that of the diamond. It has a tensile strength of A. G. and adopted the trade name Carboloy. They set up 

590,000 psi., five times that of medium carbon steel. It can a company by that name in Detroit to develop, manufac- 

be alloyed brittle, or with a ductility comparable to that ture and distribute cemented tungsten carbide to American 

of gold. manufacturers and to help train them in its use. Since then 

These characteristics plade tungsten at the top of the a number of other companies have entered the field of 

list of high-temperature, high-strength metals. hard carbides. Hot press methods were developed which 

The first record of tungsten stems from the investiga- made possible fabrication of tungsten carbide rolls weigh- 

tions of Scheele and Bergman, who, in 1781, detected its ing several hundred pounds. These can be rolled in cold 

presence in a mineral aptly named scheelite, a calcium rolling mills to mirror-finish strip which is stamped into 

tungstate. Two years later in 1783, Juan, Jose and d@El- razor blades and shimstock, etc. 

huyar showed the same substance occurred in wolfram, Carboloy’s long list of achievements in the cemented 

an iron and manganese tungstate. They also obtained the carbide field includes tips for bits and scribers; oil well 

metal. drills; diamonds in carbide core drills for mine samplings 

For about a century, little was heard of tungsten, yet and grinding wheel dressers; tipped center for lathes and 

undoubtedly research was being carried on. Some time grinders; punching and forming dies; fishpole guides; and 

prior to 1900, an unknown German chemist heated tung- tools for machining porcelain, quartz, plastics, and glass. 

sten powder and lampblack in an electric furnace and pro- A recent application of tungsten carbide occurred in the 

duced the first tungsten carbide. It was extremely hard war, where it was used as a shell core inside an aluminum 

and brittle. Natural diamonds were still harder and less housing. The weight reduction permissible with the alumi- 

brittle, so they were kept in general use. num housing made possible greatly increased velocities 

It was not until well along in World War I, that the over the conventional steel armor piercing shell. For ex- 

Fatherland began running low on diamonds. As these are ample: The new 76 mm. shell weighs about nine pounds, 

a much needed industrial tool, a search for some substi- while the old weighed 15 pounds. This decrease in weight 

tute was inaugurated. The Osram Lamp Company put allowed an increase in velocity from 2,800 fpm to 3,400 

two researchers, Baumhauer and Schroeter, on the job. fpm. This was sufficient to penetrate the German Tiger 

Finally, after many failures, they were rewarded for their and Panther tanks. 

diligence by the production of the first cemented tungsten Present supplies of tungsten are obtained generally from 

carbide. They perhaps did not realize the importance of wolfram which is found in China, Burma, Japan, Aus- 

their discovery for it truly revolutionized machine shop tralia, Bolivia, and the U. S. Ore concentration is neces- 

practice. Cemented tungsten carbide scratches sapphire sary, since the ore will usually assay only 0.5 to 2.0%. 

and when handled carefully is tough enough to draw into When associated with quartz, the concentration is easily 

wire the toughest metal of them all—tungsten itself. accomplished by flotation due to the tungsten’s high den- 

The extreme temperatures required to alloy tungsten sity. 

were the main stumbling blocks in its path. A powder Freedom from impurities is absolutely necessary when 

metallurgy process, now common, was the ultimate solu- used for light bulbs and wireless work. For this the process 

tion. Baumhauer and Schroeter pressed small particles of used is reduction by hydrogen of the oxide, where the 

tungsten, graphite, and cobalt, the latter being the binder, tungsten is obtained as a powder. A process developed 

into shape and sintered. This essentially produces a mix- by Coolidge enables tungsten to be drawn to a fine wire. 

ture somewhat different in structure than the conventional powdered tungsten is compressed into bars which are 

alloy. heated in an atmosphere of hydrogen. After heating to 

The munitions maker Krupp took over where Osram 1,500 degrees C. these bars ar converted to rods in special 

left off, but too late for World War I. The post-war years swaging machines operating at 10,000 blows per minute. 

evidenced remarkable strides in the perfection and appli- Further reduction is accomplished through dies. 

cation of the newly discovered alloy. Krupp amazed Along the line of special research, Prof. M. L. Holt of 

American manufacturers with the speeds and feeds used the University of Wisconsin has succeeded in alloying 

in machining cast iron. Cratering continued, however, (please turn to page 36) 
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St. Pats Dance 

Citations 

Story by Nemetz and Strasse 

-  . Engineer’s Day and the St. Pat’s celebration were the 
: meet outstanding events of the past month, if not of the entire 

" en um Cts year, in the Engine school. Engineer’s Day, new to the 
f ‘ \ ae University, was held on March 15 while St. Pat, of course, 
7 ad yr i reigned on the traditional March 17 and at the dance in 
Hl a aa his honor the following Saturday evening. 

ig x Fi Engineer’s Day was characterized by an open house in 
; PS ce a the College of Engineering, featuring special exhibits in 

, ra a yay all departments. Typical of these exhibits were the model 
7 ci Be and p‘ans of the new engineering building on display in 

HRY the M.E. building lobby, the casting operations in the 
Ne metal casting lab., and various electronic devices shown 

: ” in T-23. In the evening a banquet was held in the Union, 
| with Prof. William H. Kiekhofer of the department of 

economics as the principal speaker. Following Prof. Kiek- 
hofer’s address a number of citations were awarded to dis- 

e tinguished alumni of the College of Engineering. 

: *) = g Recipients of these citations include Joseph Albert Cut- 
P = ler, president and general manager of the Johnson Service 
ge Company; Albert J. Goedjen, vice-president of the Wis- 

i a “ 4 consin Public Service Corporation; William J. Grede, pres- 
pall tack ident of the Grede Foundries, Inc.; LeRoy Francis Harza, 

: consulting engineer; Eugene C. Herthel, manager of the 
i : L Research and Development Department, Sinclair Refining 

iin,” : : \ % Company; Harvey V. Higley, chairman of the board of 
a ae il! i the Ansul Chemical Company; Louis Richard Howson, 

ee LS ay Sie ae ce —— — consulting engineer; Harry Karl Ihrig, vice-president and 
Fix Keb, ow altoulitowe io “SE Bat, col se of director of laboratories of the Globe Steel Tubes Com- 5 en a peace y “St. , gets a prize o pany; William R. Kellett, general superintendent and di- 

rector, Kimberly-Clark Corporation; Ernest A. Longneck- 
er, president and general manager, LeRoi Company; Ed- 

win F, Nelson, vice-president of the Universal Oil Prod- 

ucts Company; J. F. Roberts, manager Hydraulic Depart- 
ment of Allis-Chalmers; Leon A. Smith, superintendent of 
the Madison Water Department; Halsten J. Thorkelson, 

A group of Engineers Day visitors watch a demonstration in the internal d 
A familiar scene to all EE’s is this shot of the dynamo lab. bustion engine lab. 
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Basketball 

Engineer’s Day 

Photos by Wahlin and McKeon | 

vice-president and director (retired) of the Kohler Com- , & 
pany, and H. L. Woolhiser, city manager of Winnetka, Ill. 

Not to be forgotten was the St. Pat’s celebration! v4 
March 17th the armory was the scene of a game usually 2 a 

called basketball. Actually it was more of a combination 
of boxing and football as two teams consisting of law 
students and engineering students respectively fought for : 
the right to take shots at a basket with a ball. Not lacking ‘. tage 
in spirit, luck, or anything else it took to win the game, yA ae” 

the lawyers came through on top by one point. It is, there- aN | 

fore, their right for the next year to say that St. Pat was — ._ | 
a lawyer. The engineers did not give up the cause after cae Sa Pe a 4 

the game, however, and several midnight forays were made | - 
to the law building in attempts to desecrate it in an ap- - +! ea ae 
propriate manner. Even commando tactics had no effect rg es p 4 Nie 4 
because of the watchful eye of officer Glen Fisher. It /~_ 4 a 
seems that during the daytime, though, a few containers 4 A ms 

of evil smelling fluid made their presence known within es a . 
aie “age > : pS 

the building. : _ 

On Saturday, March 19th, the slipstick was traded for aT >’ 4 
the lipstick as the engineers and their formally-attired i, i ag 
girl friends and wives danced to the music of Lou Rene in « La 
Great Hall of the Union. Chaperones for the evening were . : 
the chairmen of the five branches of the engineering school a 
and their wives, namely the Petersons, the Van Hagans, oN 
the Elliotts, the Hougens, and the Barkers. Dean and Mrs. sal 

Withey were guests at the dance. The high point of the 
evening came during intermission when Fritz Kohli e’50 
was installed as St. Pat. Intermission also saw the judging 

of beards by the Badger Beauties. The Engineer-Lawyer basketball game. Something went 
Flash! A recent report from Polygon Board gives the wrong and the better team lost by one point. 

following points in the St. Pat’s contest. EE’s totaled 
1,654 points, the ME’s got 1,185, the M&ME’s had 1,045, 

the CE’s had 955, and the ChE’s had 709. The EE’s, as 
seen above, won and had their representative, Fritz Kohli, 

crowned St. Pat. 

Beard contest winners grin happily. No, the Badger Beauties on the right If you attended the St. Pat’s dance you should recognize this pic- 
eren’t entered. ture of the chaperones. 
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Al | N t 

by Hank Williams e’50 

Cc. E. Light Company, Des Moines. From Karl J. Klapka is an engineer in 

Th « elections of the Bi 1907 to 1910, he served as a cadet the diamond drilling department of 
x 

Vall © ‘hace ° i he i . Se engineer with the Madison (Wis.) the Wheel Trueing Tool Company 

jos a" ate ° . rf Suafeeeen te Gas and Electric Company, and in Detroit, Michigan. 
ciety of Professional Engineers re- . : 

salted in the election of the fol. {0m 1910 until 1925 was with the George J. Barker, Chairman of 
lowing Wisconsin graduates: Har- Milgankes Gu avd Cigve Company the department of Mining and Met. 
old C. Trester, (’35), president; From 1926 until 1932, Powell was allurgy at the University of Wis- 

Wayne G Began (33) nt: president of the Muskegon (Mich.) consin, is a member of the General 
treasurer; James E Bambee (28) Traction Company. He became vice- Council of the American Society for ; p A ; : ‘ 3 5 
andi Francis: J. Euclide, (’31) di- president and general manager of Engineering Education. Their na- 

a the San Antonio (Tex.) Public tional convention will be held June 

L. Mi 03). j Service Company in 1932 and re- 20-24 at Rensselear Polytechnic In- 

Virgil L. Minear, (’23), is re- mained there until 1942. In 1943, i Tr New York. 
ted to be with the U. S. Engi see hs orted to be wi e U.S. - : : : 

RB +. Office, in Washington, D o Powell became executive vice-presi- Walier R. Giese, (’41), is in the 

neers LiTice, In WV asningions ts Ss dent of the Iowa utility, the position —— in ch £ foundati ineer- sales engineering department of the 
in charge of Foundation engi he held until his death. F . . 
ing. Since graduation, he has been . 5% Milwaukee Wisconsin A-C Supply 

associate engineer with the Bureau tee G. pe eet was Cae. Company 

of Reclamation, and foundation en- 2 RBMREEE Bi BYs AEC: BENS SE oe! 
the: Parana Canal. More dress on Russia. Fox had spent con- Ch. E. 

» exatl ai has b ith th OF siderable time in Russia. At present, . 5 . 
recently he has been with the Office — id f the F E David N. Carlson (’18) is a 

€ Inter-Ameri Affai Wash- e is vice-president of the Freyn En- : . 
of Inter-American airs at Was : ing C £ Chi sales engineer for the Stainless 

. gineering Company o icago. . . 
ington. Paul V. Koos, (’27), has been Foundry and Engineering Company 

George S. Salter, (’24), former- a . , ia as pee of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
. . shifted to the personnel department . ; . : 

ly Mid-West Representative of : P. G. Ellis, (’31), is an assistant 
ASCE. is desi s in th. of the American Telephone and h id f the Wi . 

S.C.E:; gn engineer in the Telegraph Company of New York to the president of the Wisconsin 

Filtration Design Division of the BEAD Pany > Public Service Corporation. 
8 New York. P 

City of Chicago. Alb Goedjen, (07), i A. G. Brann, (’20), is an assist 

James M. Whiteside (’26) is sales eee J. ee ia rts man ant engineer for the Wisconsin- 
» : . ager and vice-president of the Wis- ep 

engineer with the Pittsburgh Corn- ‘ . 5 ‘ Michigan Power Company. 
: % 3 ‘ consin Public Service Corporation nage ; . 
ing Corporation in the Chicago 5 2 John R. Williams, (’44), is em- 

Office of (Greek Bay; Wiscoheni, ployed as a process engineer for 
° . Woolhei 12); di 

Jay Everett Henry, (36), recently Terbert i oot Win ch he the Sinclair Refining Company of 

resigned as director of public works t c city manager © innetka, Harvey, Illinois. 
e P inois % 

at Wheeling, W. Va., and is now . ” 7 

with Engstrom and Wynn, engi- Cols Schrage (21), is at eee M. E. 

neers and contractors of the same employed with New Woda Telephone 
i Company. A. E. Liebert, (’20), is president 

* ie H. Von Gunten, (38), h Fred E. Hartman, (’31), is chief of the Logemann Brothers Com- 
b m t od f. "h B i engineer for the Dryden Harlan pany of Milwaukee. He was recent- 

n transferr . . 
ie . to ch ae tt . alt: Electric Company of Appleton, ly honored with an award at the 

a a he se < Siasins + He Wisconsin. Engineer’s Centennial Banquet. 

; . resent head ¢ . SEES TCe J. K. Babbett, (’36), is assistant W. A. Pollock, (’35), is an engi- 

- : en ns . f ri Tatts chief engineer for the Wisconsin- neer for the Wisconsin Electric 

Welle lea . fon © e a Michigan Power Company. Power Company of Milwaukee, Wis- 
alla District. 3 

consin. 
& ME 

EE M H. P. Dahlstrard and wife at- 
Thomas O. Olsen (’49) is work- tended Engineer’s Day. Mr. Dahl- 

David Alva Powell, (’07), died on ing in the mining engineering de- strard is director of the steam tur- 
December 19, 1948. At the time of partment of the Oliver Iron Min- bine engineering department of Al- 

his death, he was executive vice- ing Company of Hibbing, Minne- lis-Chalmers of Milwaukee, Wiscon- 

president of the Iowa Power and sota. sin. 
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2 : Up SAE, tf gna mn ‘ f fi Seo a oe 

bio Ni), |= Sa NN JS 
ye +c yy WES ~ Se se ~ 

0. GEZRRE SNR SS ee eae: |) SS 
0 CS x Eee. S = 2 it Y =ss- = Aerial cable gets pro- 
h oF ape “4 R So MSS Ci ‘gon Bee tective wrapping before 

1 | Gupte ea SEE Ha ts =e going underground. 
” oon Wi) SSS Vay CW | Sees ; 
Cae 3 = 
PE Cy ‘4 a 
GOYDOS i | | Arey en 

% SRR eS Se Se I eee REN em 
Fs ees eS ey A 

SES ee oe 
x SS ag ees =a ay ae Ye AM 

f \ Ae “hr eee —-: ec NU te es ee 

ee 
Sh Sr ame = 

ea ge 
Ce ~==Se =-3..) | Ahighway near Ann Arbor, Michigan, was being 

SS [ane = widened. This meant that a telephone pole line 
- Ssh hg == ““* had to come down. But the cables it carried were 

> Se Ae — too b d too important to be cut. They had eee — SS oo busy and too important to . They 
> se a <n to remain in constant use. 
> eet) = Telephone engineers got busy. 

at a a iM aaa . Within two months, cables along the five mile 
eh i sae stretch were “buried alive’ —with every circuit 

: | iy ME SS in service all the time. Every inch of cable was 
Ni We v \ = given a protective wrapping to make it suitable 
i HN i SLE for underground use. Streets, highways and rail- 

f \ | he ‘ eo” road tracks were crossed. Work was done at 

ny Yih - CV) night to avoid busy-hour traffic. Yet not a single 
| \ if |\ io Lis telephone call was interrupted. 

WN . The skill and initiative of the telephone en- 

LPs —_es gineer are important reasons why America has 
; i ates the finest telephone service in the world—at the 

‘ << lowest possible cost. 

[oS 
ae v 

KER 
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SN o 4 
~——=——— ) (2 Sor 

OY Lf by L.R.Drops 
PGP, —w 6 7 tt 

There comes a time, every few years, in the life of a Inst.: “How many tons of coal were exported by the 

student publication when the writer of a humor column United States during any one year?” 

must turn it over to someone new for one cause or another. Shyster: “1492, none.” 

So it is, with a tear in my eye, that I turn this column over * OK Ok 

to a younger man with newer and fresher ideas. As a After seeing these signs in a library recently we can’t 

parting gesture, however, I offer the following joke (while figure out whether the librarian who wrote them was 

the editor isn’t looking), which has already been censored broad-minded or plastered. _ 

three times. “No loose dogs allowed.” 

—C.F.S. “Only low conversation permitted.” 
I ae x * 

i ee ee Cc. E. (tenderly) : “Shall we go inside and listen to the 

rE eee ' 

es oO 
(Remember the faculty reads this too.—Ed.) Bright Co-ed: “No, Pm se tired—lee's play tennis.” 

OR Ok 

4 SHYSTER’S SPECIAL 

4, There is the story about a certain U. W. law student 

c | cv *) who stayed up all night trying to break a widow’s will, but 

( L we can’t print it here. P 
sr C 4 ) kOe Ok 

t hy Two stuttering freshman M.E. students had finished 

( _ Why \ ) ] heating a piece of steel and one placed it on the anvil. 

C Oo gts wane, “H-h-h-h-h-h-h-hit it,” one of them said to the other. 
=p. Tea } } : “Wh-h-h-h-h-h-h-here?” asked the other. 

"IC 7 Cc 7 “Aw h-h-h-h-h-h-hell, we'll have to heat it again now.” S46 fi SMe a ee 2 wo 
xe x 

pe PSS ‘y ny When wiping up that spilled glass of brew with this page, 

arena v4 i » remember— 

\ viserson | . OP RUB, DON’T BLOT! 
Bg" ¢ ) f * Ok OK 

af ) ) Y \\ O) } “You look like Helen Green!” 

: 2 é \ Z 6 \ ff “I don’t look so good in pink either.” 
= | 9 ; oo N, D x OK Ok 

& GD = L Ne ey Y C We don’t have a leopard but we sure have one spotted. 
Soa | Fanaa ey xk Ok 

SS a 2 You don’t have to go to Europe to marry abroad. 

EE determines . ao “ 
the Saibelt Univ sal Viscosity— Co-ed voice over heard in Union theater: “Take your 

je oaybo nive hand off my knee! No, not you! You!” 

An engineer walked up to the hotel desk, put down a - + 

dime, and asked for a can opener. The clerk gave him An engineer brought his baby to the preacher to have 

two nickels. him baptized. 

a uk “Now,” he said, “you baptize him right. Last time I 

Inst.: “What are the names of the bones in your hand?” wanted my son called Tom, you named him Thomas. This 

LL.S. Student: “Dice.” time I want my son named Jack and you do it right.” 
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DISTINCTIVE STYLING 

AND FITTINGS 

ENGINEERING | , > 

Crested Gifts f « y 

Stationery =, 

HERMAN DIDRIKSEN 

Tailored for Men and Women 

L. G. BALFOUR CO. RIKSEN 
260 Langdon St. Fairchild 6860 D If D | 

Custom Clothing Co. 
| UNIVERSITY AVE. BADGER 1056 | 

Why I Never Joined a Sorority Se eeeooooeeEEEeEeEeee 

1. I never joined women’s organizations at home. ip 

2. I don’t want a lot of fraternity boys calling me up. fr Ne 
3. I never danced with a man in my life, and I don’t want Floral Arrangements KO p) 

to start now. by Y A Ys A 

4. I don’t like the idea of rooming with one girl a whole % 

semester. Floral Artist \ Loo Oi 

5. Iam a man. 

/ Remember MOTHER with Flowers 

SY e ( 
a 

yr | " aS ( HOUSE OF FLOWERS 
/ v Vy L 650 STATE ST. DIAL 5-3874 

Sf 4 _& c. Cou a 

- BG Le LC _ ne 
J X yA Nw 

5 e 

NY ge Notice: 
aN] NMG 

Sv SEY ALL 1950 GRADUATES ... 
st} Pes —-= See important announcement 

a wy) ee on page 28! 
NR “fees astra) ON _—H. G. GOEHRING 

Ledts tke the HES PLACEMENT DIRECTOR 
MT are having electrical . COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

% Machinery § lob again —— 
. » ths ef fersoan ! _ — __| 
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THIS SEASON PARTICULARLY, ALLOYS < * wf 

SMARTNESS IS KEYNOTED BY Negulinued: irom: nage: 18) 
weight without sacrificing strength, and thereby increasing 

capacity. 

C 0 L O R Alloys of aluminum are used in the redesign where 

strength is not essential to reduce weight still more. Pull- 

man Standard Car. Co. reduced the weight of box cars 
and you'll find your most becoming about 10,000 pounds using this method. Low-bed trailers, 

such as those made by Rogers Brothers of Albion, Penna., 

and exhilarating are being constructed with sections of the same weight of 

low alloy steel as was used with ordinary steel, thus giving 
the trailers much greater strength. The Fruehauf Trailer 

- - - LIGHT COLORS Company reduced the average dead weight of its trailers 

-. +++ - BRIGHT COLORS by 1,600 pounds—each pound of reduced weight is worth 

RICE COLORS one dollar per year to the operator. 

New Alloy Steel More Corrosion Resistant 

in Low alloy, high tensile strength steel has been used in 

many applications with great saving in weight where alumi- 

num alloy could not have been used because of the strength 

VARSITY TOWN CLOTHES factor. The extraordinary corrosion resistance of this steel 

EXxéhigive in Madigon with makes it usable in applications where ordinary steel would 

not stand up and aluminum alloys would not have the re- 

C. W. ANDERES CO. tee see ad? | | 
The cost of this steel is such that it encourages its use 

AT THE UNIVERSITY CO-OP against that of aluminum alloys. The automotive industry 

has already turned to these steels because its ductility 

allows it to be formed into the modern contours. Ordinary 

steel fails and tears in forming and aluminum alloys would 

In 5 not have the required strength or rigidity. The use of 

P fr these steels results in a decrease in dead weight which is 
Beautiful Flowers ears also desirable. As an example, the hood top of a popular 

BN ERe car is 18 pounds lighter because of the use of these steels. 

Corsages For All BaENe a The bumper, another severely contoured formation, for- 

. . on merly was made of spring steel. Now it has the advantage 
Occasions tia of being made from low alloy steel, and is made more 

oa economically. 

LOU WAGNER’S Making the Choice — Aluminum or Steel? 

. As was stated before, the number of alloys of steel and 

Cue ped Hlorat ange aluminum has grown to such an extent in recent years that 

. the engineer is sometimes at a loss to know which to 

choose. The context of the above material points out the 
majority of the advantages and disadvantages of each 

group; and in general, it can be said that aluminum alloys 
In the Ma 7 ENGINEER can be used to an advantage when lightness is necessary 

y see and high strength of secondary importance. Also, the 

. a corrosion resistance and workability of aluminum alloys 

Materials Handling makes it desirable where strength does not enter into the 

Shale Oil considerations. 

. Steel alloys are chosen when strength is the main charac- 
Slide Rule — Part II teristic desired. Every problem concerning a choice between 

the two materials will have peculiarities of its own and. 
Rare Metals hence will demand individual consideration. Sometimes 

the two materials can be used to an equal advantage, at 

Watch for these Features! which time other factors such as plant facilities and availa. 

bility of the material will be the deciding factors. 
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SYNTHETIC STAR SAPPHIRES like this one, which only the and lighting. It’s a part of our swifter, safer transportation 

finest of nature’s stones can equal, are now made by man, systems... our communications... our progress in con- 

Yes, Union Carbide—which since 1942 has made syn- struction. 

thetic crystals for precision instruments and other indus- The people of Union Carbide work with a vast range of 
trial uses—today produces the loveliest of synthetic star Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons, Gases, and Plastics. They are 
sapphires and rubies for personal wear. constantly perfecting new processes ...and producing hun- 

But far more important to all of us are the research and dreds of materials ... for the use of science and industry 
technical skills... the work with extremes of heat and £0 benefit mankind. 

: : Ip 
cold, with vacuums and tremendous pressures...that lie gree: You are invited to send for the new illus- We e 

behind these superb jewels. The research and skills that trated booklet, “Products and Processes,” which PLS) 
> = * ® shows how science and industry use UCC’s peuey V2, 

produce today’s better materials...used by industry in —4iloys, Chemicals, Carbons, Gases and Plastics. ek 

turning out numberless products. 5 

The same research that brings these man-made stars | C 

within our reach... brings us, too, man-made leather and N I O N A R B I D E 

rubber. It also gives us today’s better food, clothing, and AND CARBON CORPORATION 
shelter. It helps us resist disease. It improves our heating 30 EAST 42ND STREET [I] NEW YORK 17, N. ¥. 

TT rade-marked Products of Divisions and Units include ———_ 

LinDE Oxygen * Prest-O-Lire Acetylene + PYROFAX Gas * BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, and VINYLITE Plastics 

NATIONAL Carbons * EveREADY Flashlights and Batteries * ACHESON Electrodes 

PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes + SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS + ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals * HAYNES STELLITE Alloys



1950 GRADI [A TES / vide complete data will be given preference on interview- 
° ing schedules. 

In order to render maximum TBSBISIARCS to students Both forms will be available in the Engineering Place- 
graduating in the Class of 1950, it will be necessary for . . : : spa: em! : ment Office, 356 Mechanical Engineering Building, and 
the Engineering Placement Office to have complete per- . . 

in each departmental office, after May 1, 1949. Each stu- 
sonal data for every student not later than June 1, 1949. 5 : 

. . . dent who expects to graduate during 1950 is required to 
The information desired should be placed on a personal 1 4 Ee 

me 4 complete one copy of the personal data sheet in his own 
data sheet, which is required, and a personnel leaflet form. 1, es ne z 

oe ° ’ : andwriting. Students desiring printed leaflets can secure 
This will make it possible to have placement data available ; 
f is : \ . diately af h a personnel leaflet form along with the personal data sheet. 

or use by prospective employers immediately alter the The leaflet form should be printed or typewritten. These 
opening of the fall semester. f a aad licati . 3 i 

: . .. . two forms and one application size (134x2%4) glossy 
Printed personnel leaflets in addition to the required : . . : 

photo must be in the Engineering Placement Office by 
personal data sheets are recommended for all members of : 1 . 

: 3 June 1, 1949. The material will be prepared during the 
the Class of 1950. These leaflets, which will be prepared ‘ . 5 

. . . . summer and will be available for use immediately after 
by the Engineering Placement Office, are being used by 5 ‘ : -” the opening of the fall semester. Students purchasing 
many colleges at the suggestion of industry. Included will 7 : . 

e e : : printed leaflets may obtain them after presentation of a 
be your picture and basic information of interest to pros- f d showi : 

: : ee card showing payment has been made. Instructions for 
pective employers. Each senior may purchase a lot of 100 : : ‘ 2 5; : 

an . this fee card will be issued during fall registration. Stu- 
leaflets for the actual printing cost of $6.00 plus an appli- . . : . : 

: : dents having printed leaflets will not be required to furnish 
cation-size glossy photo. The purchase of printed person- 5 

. : a additional photos for personal data sheets. 
nel leaflets is optional. However, past experience has . 

proven their value for use during personal interviews both The Placement Office wishes to serve you in the best 
on and off the campus; with letters of application; by your manner possible. Your cooperation in the procedure out- 

department, the Placement Office, or friends recommend- _ lined will increase its effectiveness in helping you to secure 

ing you. They furnish a businesslike and convenient meth- employment. 

od of supplying your basic qualification for employment. —H. G. GOEHRING, 

Since the personnel leaflets will materially assist both PLACEMENT DIRECTOR, 

interviewers and prospective employers, students who pro- COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

TT as S e 

partners in creating CHEMIE « ms 
(continued from page 18) 

For 81 years, leaders of the engineering profession of the surface is controlled by 

have made K & E products their partners in creating depth of the powder layer used. 
the technical achievements of our age. K & E instru- Th : : : 1 i . ‘ i e process is quite simple where 
ments, drafting equipment and materials—such as the . 

LEROY? Lettering equipment in the picture—have thus small parts are involved, but the 
played a part in virtually every great engineering question of economics cannot be an- 

Vv project in America. swered without some trials on a 

Kz = — . on larger scale. A possible use of the 

Drafting, Repretucion, CAN - ee BEOsess 3s: i the manufacture of 
seseine Enireet Po Oe e : . i bi-metallic elements. 

fete SS See aun. -_ MERCURY VAPOR TURBINE 

. waar Ps on . 2 The first postwar mercury tur- 
A ANN ok LG , 4 , “oa s bine-generator has been built by GE 

2 \ SS : a7 a ff and put into service in Hartford, 

/ gies > - § Sow I , a Connecticut. The unit is capable of 
2 Sf ti ee ; x 

| ee SF ow a ll producing 15,000 kilowatts of pow- 
| er tae cs  t—“‘“—s—' er. In addition to producing power, 
i ° ae : .. A x 3 ‘ = be Ty st os ee Ue 2 it will produce extra heat, which 

Z sy eae > o or << ae ge will be used to produce steam for 

a | . see " a ae - other turbine-generators in the 

i “7 ‘ - al plant. It will produce some 20,000 

“ > pounds of steam per hour at a pres- 
me sure of 400 pounds per square inch. 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. HReg: U:8: Fat Of; A umber of similar mercury power 

cst. eer plants will be installed in various 

NEW YORK * HOBOKEN, N. J. parts of the country during the 
Chicago * St. Louis * Detroit z 

: San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal coming yeak: 
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a CC rrr—i—(‘(‘sOCOCOCt*s you stand there talking about Rocbling wire 
Fs —r—“‘“_r~—C~—~—~*=“‘CzUSCCN cloth and screening. Well I tell you Roebling 
[ — r”—“‘i—r———“‘CS;S)DC:;*™*™~—~—~—~—O makes electrical wire and cable. I've bought 
SS rrr———“‘“‘#R$##ERRECSCiCisi ‘ays them since before you were born!” 

lr r—“‘“‘“‘CO‘(‘O‘(COC;CCCOCOCOCOCriri*C*C*Ci“(‘(;RECCOUO wire and wire products . . . develops new types 
| Py i i . ee ee ee and achieves quality standards of highest effi- 
| Lo ‘oo ae . ciency and service economy to industry. 

a, «8=—lCi$kGaiaeee ROUND ~ FLAT — SHAPED 
J _. oh | ee WIRE. Every inch of Roebling 

Va oe ee = ens i high carbon wire is just like every 
LF | rf eee \ other inch in gauge and temper, 
| A | = ou ie grain structure and finish. That 

Lo —- _ Te i means fewer rejects, fewer stop- 

_ oe ; ee ee ee pages . . . production speed and 
oae.hlhmmhmlhlUCU | lowered costs...It’s available now! 

% - _— ox: ——— p WIRE ROPE. Roebling wire rope 
F 7 i Se NZ lp a -— is a standard specification in many 

iad ltt Ulett‘ a _ ‘ industrial fields. Among the large 
ie . A ia ted / “Se Hy variety of types, Roebling 
we OU CO i _ a, f [ “\y A a) na Preformed “Blue Center” Steel 

oe £24 y. > Bi ce, AN Wire Rope is outstanding for easy 
UL @. y | we co 2. * kes handling, operating efficiency and 

oa ig ’ ii ee ~ =] i economical service cost. 

Hb «coh ~ . EN ELECTRICAL WIRE —CABLE— 
a l a All| CD t | . WA MAGNET WIRE. With 65 stand- 

i Ag Os il } So a N \ ard types to choose from, there’s a 
0 =e Secret 7 LP \ Roebling Electrical Wire or Cable 

og er Ca ZZ® \ for all transmission, distribution 
4 = 7 a | _ | ad oe % \ 3] and service requirements . . . For 

. @ a i co ae nig We | high-speed winding you'll find 
» oe L : j Se | sc =. Roevar Magnet Wire is tops. 

a =\ 7 oe La“ i WOVEN WIRE FABRIC. Roebling 
Leo ae es tae ar industrial Screens range from finely 
| ee ._ canal NEN woven Filter Cloths (including 

ae . | cea aA oT AWN _ | highly corrosion-resistant types ) to 
| cecum —— «4. weaned | largest Aggregate Screens. Roeflat 

oe LU —— Yaesu | Screen, a new development, has 
_ =~ > srs ames) 75% more wearing surface... gives 
a 7 ee : . : up to 90% more wear. 

: a : Se oe Whatever career i are studying for, when 
: : i. you get on the job you will find one or more 

: : 4 types of Roebling products serving there, de- 
wd pendably and at low cost. John A. Roebling’s 

4 Sons Company, Trenton 2, New Jersey. 

a @ ROEBLING 
 . 7 aX 

: -—..Ort~—~—C ESS A CENTURY OF CONFIDENCE Ci 

: _ oS _ . a BRANCH OFFICES: Atlanta, 934 Avon Ave. & Boston, 51 
— Sleeper St. & Chicago, 5525 W. Roosevelt Rd. % Cleveland, 

es -  .——— 7201 St. Clair Ave., N. E. % Denver, 1635 17th St. % Houston, 
: 8 6216 Navigation Blvd. %& Los Angeles, 216 S. Alameda St. *& 

- New York, 19 Rector St. & Philadelphia, 12S. 12th St. % Pitts- 

i - : SS oo burgh, 855 W. North Ave. % Portland, Ore., 1032 N. W. 14th 
ee er Ave. & San Francisco, 1740 17th St. % Seattle, 900 First Ave. 
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ee Campus... 
. *) \':',, (continued from page 14) 

‘ > : N \a ple, Neal Jenewein, Norbert Rhi- 

nnou ncin wy A, » nerson, and Gus Attewell. 

i <i R. C. Holland, R. F. Dickinson, 

; Don Barber, Robert Karow, E. Han- 

. fl J \ son, William Beranek, Kurt Kasper, 

i A | ( : ash Henry Williams, Rolland Krohn, 

| SD Ai \ and. Bill Conrad. 

aN hI SAM 
pee ED S wa me ’ | ~N The campus now has a new organ- 

a Mate ce : = ization that should be of interest to 

oa Cat \ G yy ~ v \ rr > engineers. It is the Society for 
ad goss Bo = oe * at Y Si the Advancement of Management 

a ee La i ma | = \ (SAM). On March 31, after a sat- 

i 7 1 7A oo é J isfying dinner in the Union, this or- 

| Sa q Tey r ry fe izati ived its charter from < Se a Wl, ganization received i : 

é NORTON CERAMIC SURFACE PUT Ze ' 24 the president of the sponsoring Mil- 

i LLLP : Se i waukee chapter, Mr. Frank Kovich. 

i a After the presentation Dean With- 

Another NORTON "FIRST” ; ey and Dr. Witte briefly commented 

: a on the utility and possibilities of this 

i eae time it’s a ceramic surface plate—an entirely new . : organization to students, and of ad- 

type of plate for toolmakers and inspectors to use in vanced management principles fo 80° 
making their precise measurements. This Norton-developed = seh dee 2 whole The nection nik 

: ceramic plate has distinct advantages over previous types te ‘tie, B wat e ite ‘hat ete tal 

of surface plates including: (1) a longer-lived surface, i vad at i yw d works In 
| -+ (2) a smoother surface, (3) a flatter surface and one that Hie: TBGUStEIAY elatons Cepartment 

oe : of the Trackson Co. in Milwaukee. 
' stays flat. It will not warp nor deform, not sweat nor cor- . . 
i : : : . 1 He was very informative as to ef- 
i rode, not deflect under load. ee . . 
: 2 s ce z 3 fective methods of selling yourself 

' The development of this unique surface plate is typical of . into the right job, the job you want 
| the progressive research that has made Norton an acknowl. and fit. 

be edged leader—not only in abrasives and grinding wheels This organization is well on its 

Eg but also in the development of grinding and lapping ma- | i way to success with over 70 mem- 

| chines, high temperature refractories and a wide variety — | bers at this early date in its history. 

of wear-resistant materials, : \ i How about it, engineers, let’s bring 
x a | his total h in th - 

In the Norton laboratories at Worcester, Chippawa and BS Sit BP ES. E86 HOPI HB ERS: Be 
fe ; 4 ce tion’s student chapters. 

: Troy, there are 195 scientists, engineers and technicians 
: constantly at work on new or improved Norton products. ' ASME 

: . 7 2 Mr. A. T. Lillegren, vice-president 

| : S . of the Madison Kipp Corporation, 
| NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASS. = spoke to ASME on Thursday, Mar. 
| Behr-Manning, Troy, N. Y., is a Norton Division = 2 aa 31. 

: 2 : SS : L Mr. Lillegren was a member of a 
: : Ae i board sent to Germany to review 
a —_ oI os cary | the progress the German die casting 
ae ~ ai oe —ngeome ; a industry made during the war. His 

bs > Gh eG I emg as ce - Boe | report, which has been substantiated 

+ The main Worcester plant of Norton Company—world's largest producer of abrailve products by further investigation, indicated 
Se : oe . ee that German die castings were not 

é superior to those made here. Mr. 

Nie anal bs 5 Lillegren said that although the 

felines German engineers had made sig- 

eee eee Le eee Les) nificant advances, the quality of 
Ce eo CLA eae, er CL ety Tear) their work was not as high as origi- 
LABELING MACHINES  (BEHR-MANNING DIVISION: COATED ABRASIVES AND SHARPENING STONES) nally supposed. 
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New RCA 16-inch direct-view television — 3&3} - 4A Cy 
tube fills gap between popular 10-inch Se § 
tubes and the projection-type receivers, ~ ee” 

—— 

“dnsi “ot a ble brighte, i i Inside story of a Vgger, blighiTer Continue your education 
with pay—a' 

. J oe Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
VCTUITC. OF YOUT (CYVIS/Of) SCICE/) Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 

facturers of radio and electronic products 
offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 

. ss . . well-rounded training and experience at 
The screen on which you are accustomed vision tubes of light, tough metal ... using a good salary With opportunities for ad- 
to seeing television is the face of an elec- polished glass for the face, or “screen.” vancement. Here are only five of the many 

: Se ay projects which offer unusual promise: 
tron tube—on which electrons paint An achievement of research © Development and design of radio re- 

ictures in motion. . . ceivers (including broadcast, short wave 
P Development of this new way of making and FM circuits, television, and phono- 

And the size of the picture, unless pro- _ television tubes is a continuation of basic Se nT decig ni and idailin of 5 ; : 5 ~ a elopment and design o} 
jected, is determined by the size of the tube. ¢glevision research which began at RCA AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 

Working to give you bigger, brighter Laboratories. Such leadership in science Deen pean mane ‘Communications 
? 2 ‘ A . e 

pictures, RCA engineers and scientists and engineering adds value beyond price © Design of component parts such as 
developed a new way to make large, to any product or service of RCA and coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 

. , .s A © Development and design of new re- 
direct-view television tubes. They found RCA Victor. . . cording and producing methods. 
a method of “welding” large areas of * Design of receiving, power, cathode 
laseand metal tits kee ine. vac Examples of the newest advances in radio, ray, gas and photo tubes. 

Bes tight I! uv ping television, and electronics—in action— may Write foau to National Reeruiting Divi- 
GUMENEnuseal! be seen at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 W. 49th ston, ictor, Camden, New Jersey. ‘ : . aes i Also many opportunities for Mechanical 

Using this development—ideally suited to St., New York. Admission is free. Radio and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 
mass production—RCA can now build tele- | Corporation of America, Radio City, N.Y. 20. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 

World Leader in Radio — First in Television 
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SLIDE RULE side and a separate straightedge laid across all three. The 
-°¢ first one of these hairlines actually built right on the slip 

(continued from page 15) stick was put there by John Robertson, about 1775. 
traction to “slide rule” was inevitable. It might be interesting to note that these early slide 

Another innovation of Everard’s was gauge points— rules were so crudely made that great inaccuracy often 
numbers used often in slide rule settings and involving resulted. About 1775 our own James Watt had a slide rule 
standard measurement and unit conversion factors. These made with great care and of great accuracy, thus setting 

rules also had scales to be read for the calculating of the standard for the future and popularizing the device. 
square and cube roots of numbers. Shortly after this William Nicholson, who published 

It was up toa lad named John Warner to design the a technical journal, began to devote some time to the slide 

first scales for reading square and cube root directly— tule and really boomed it in his magazine. In 1817 he 
this occurred about 1722. announced the development of the folded scale by Syl- 

One William Hunt brought out a slide rule about 1697 yanus Bevan. That’s the scale labeled “CF” and “DF” 
which had scales for finding the area of a circle, given on our modern K&E’s and Dietzgens. 
the diameter; a scale for finding the perimeter of ellipses After this :ime and Nicholson’s death the slide rule was 
of known axes; and one for finding the length or width the subject of concerted neglect in England, and France 
of a rectangle of unit area when the length or width, re- took over the lead in slide rule development and manu- 
spectively, was known. This latter scale actually boiled facture. 

down to a scale of reciprocals, since the length of a rec- About 1716 the circular slide rule of Oughtred was inde- 
tangle of unit area is one over the width. A fellow named pendently reinvented in France and gained great popu- 
Wallostan was the first to make use of this principle in larity. In 1815 the log-log scale was invented by Peter 
putting such a scale on a slide rule—it is the simple scale Roget. He called it the “logometric” scale and showed 
running in the reverse direction. This little gem came out how it could be used for raising a number to any power 
about 1797 and in 1815 this same Wallostan brought out oy taking correspondence roots. The problems in which 

scales specially adapted for calculation in chemistry. the log-log scale is really a life saver, those involving 
In case you are wondering where the hairline that is exponentials, compound interest, thermodynamics, hydrau- 

always so elusive came from, you can blame it on Sir lics, etc., were not of practical interest in those days, so the 

Isaac Newton. He devised a scheme for solving cubic scale was soon forgotten, only to be reinvented many times 
equations using three movable slide rule scales laid side by over, as the occasion demanded. Log-log scales for the 

SS solution of algebraic equations as high as the quintic were 
. _ devised and a scale for use with complex numbers 

For Measuring aos a + b \/ —1 was developed by Mehmke in Germany. 
va In 1815 Lenoir in France. made a substantial contri- 

RAD I OACTIVE BAN “N bution to the success of the slide rule by devising a dividing 

AM a , machine for marking off the scales of the rule. This led 
EMISSION , \ — to great accuracy and increased production, for formerly 

4 Fo the work was all done by hand. 
7 

Pocket Gamma Ray Dosimeter The next great development of the rule was the Mann- 
A personnel protection instrument to measure cumu- heim rule, which is the form of the slide rule as we know 

lative exposure to x- or gamma rays. The cylindrical it today. It was developed by a French artillery officer 
case contains an ionization chamber and a quartz fiber : , 
electrometer. Optical system enables position of the named Amedee Mannheim. Since that time developments 
Biber tobe read oY 6200 Se ee es have been more along the mechanical line than in working 
x %" dia. out new types of rules. The magnifying runner, vernier 

Other Cambridge Instruments runners, decimal indicators, and the like, are examples. 
creo pied ied aga begin inc The polyphase, duplex rules are all outgrowths from the 

When reading, the upper end of the needle is observed Mannheim rule. 
on a scale illuminated through a window in bottom of 
case. Size 8.3 x 6.5 x 3.5 cm. A later development in the United States is the cylindri- 
eee eat ree hon cine ee cal slide rule patented by Edwin Thacher. The chief ad- 
mission. Consists of twin ionization chambers, Linde- vantage of the cylindrical rule is the accuracy which can 

mann Electrometer, reading microscope’and dry:cells be attained and the speed and variety of operations that 
PRECISION IONIZATION METER (Failla Design). A can be performed. 
complete instrument for null methods of radioactivity 
measurement where background radiation effects With this brief historical sketch of the development 
must be.eliminated. Operated from AL, outlet. of the slide rule as we know it today, we will draw this 

‘Send for complotestnjormation part of the article to a close. Next month, in part two, 
CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENT CO., INC. we will spend some time on the use of the rule and try to 
Pioneer Manufacturers of Precision Instruments explain some of the lesser known procedures with which 3756 Grand Central Terminal, New York 17, N. Y. : . - 

time and effort can be saved in working problems. 
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en, 

ee aa 5 How to get a good 
1 een 4 

% It aH steer from a grader 
» eee, RN Ze le 

ee ¥/ HES | To make motor graders easy to steer, and to carry 

Si x4 vr So, the weight of the front end, leading construction 

ay ae, i ay l ae, equipment manufacturers use Timken® tapered roller 

os ee | (Gogre 6 es <A ) bearings in the king pin yokes. Timken bearings 
“somes Wy — oar: carry the heaviest radial and thrust loads in any 

seethaas j' ie BS ses) combination, no matter how tough the going gets. 
PPB Te a SAY 

° 1 eS RRC n ee hip 

® 
TIMKEN bearings carry 

both radial and thrust loads ies 
From whatever direction loads may come, Timken TIMKEN® TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS 

bearings can carry them. That’s because Timken 

bearings are tapered in design. There’s no need for 

special thrust bearings or washers. All combinations 

of radial and thrust loads are carried with frictionless 

ease. Shafts are held in perfect alignment, deflection 

and end-play are eliminated. STEALOHT ROCCERSBEARINGS 

_ Want to learn more 
(oe | N ease 

or TIMKEN about TIMKEN bearings? 
\ | ew = Some of the important engineering problems you'll 

| € ee MADE MARE REO PA ONE face after graduation will involve bearing applica- 

| le Freeman TAPERED tions. If you’d like to learn more about this phase of 

! Yew sage engineering, we’d be glad to help. For additional 

> (2 ROLLER BEARINGS information about Timken bearings and how engi- 

Ce > neers use them, write today to The Timken Roller 

Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And don’t forget 

. ; to clip this page for future reference. 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER o> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER c= 
xf 

BEARING TAKES RADIAL ® AND THRUST -O- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION pe 
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$6.00 

WISCONSIN BADGER, INC. 

770 Langdon St. Enclosed is $5.00 

Class of Madison, Wis. Check one Check [1 Cash 0 

NAME (Please print ) noe nee 

Please make checks payable to Wis. Badger, Inc. 
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[eee Se ee 

be i 

am NO...he doesn’t know ‘ _ yO geen iE 
_ te 

Ss every industry | 
o> PP like abook... 
— ¥ y ... but there are a lot of things he does know about each 

_/ of them. As a Square D Field Engineer, it’s his business to 
: _/ know electrical distribution and control as it applies to any 

. . , industry. By working with all kinds and sizes, he encounters a 

i \ . ZA, lot of questions—and helps work out the answers. As a matter 

- \i | ey of fact, his full-time job is working with industry—helping find 

mY 4) : that “better way to do it.” 
s . JF y x . Through such Field Engineers, located in more than 50 

 — - € eA offices in the United States, Canada and Mexico, Square D 
/. vr. FLO . : i : Z 
(XC eS does its three-fold job: Designs and builds electrical 

££  \ 3 Se | distribution and control equipment in pace with 

4 _ x WD \ o present needs—provides sound counsel 

E ts . \ in the selection of the right equipment 
|  »\ a - j for any given application—antici- 

3 / ~~ 4 a ee “i Lo Pe com pates trends and new methods 

— ut - PS eS ae, Na = and speeds their development. 

r 4 ™ _ Li i 0 If you have a problem in 
e ri . NS , £4 > ye electrical distribution or con- 

06g Ne - trol, call in the nearby Field 

ion P| Y > Nae \ Engineer. He’ll help a lot in 

7 a es ». . N . ‘ finding a “better way to do it.” 

= Ce (i I ie 
— ms i wok: fC ee : — ON 

|  —6hd$GTWlCUhWaT hUvPlhUhhmhmUC EChCUCUC RT ChCUhF 

— 4 A - 4 For many years, ADVERTISEMENTS SUCH AS 

| oy _ |. THIS ONE have appeared regularly in leading 
2 | e Al : _ jt _ business magazines. Their primary purpose is 

_. 2 ee] = - to build acceptance for Square D Field Engineers, 
a . 2 a — practically all of whom come to us from 

= leading engineering schools such as yours. 

| 

hal SQUARE J) COMPANY a |f SS 

ee. Prantl 5 MILWAUKEE 5 LOS ANGELES 

(2 i SQUARE D COMPANY CANADA LTD., TORONTO + SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A., MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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| U N GS I EN * ¢ ¢ H C ENGINES (continued from page 8) 

( inued 19) Fe 
‘continued from, page: I valve cavity to the cylinder cavity, there is a loss in volu- 

tungsten by electrodecomposition. Using an aqueous solu- ‘ on : 5 : 
‘ : 7 metric efficiency. To avoid this, the engineers turned to 

tion of sodium tungstate and, for example, nickel sulfate, : . 
‘ : overhead valves. These valves, operating with stem up- tungsten and nickel are formed at the cathode. Different 

. 1 ward, must be actuated through tappets and push rods, but 
metals can be used in the solution, however the best results z . ‘ ‘ ; ‘ these arrangements are extremely noisy, especially when 
have been obtained with nickel, cobalt, and iron as the co- . ag = : 

- 4 the engine is cold. To overcome this clicking, a hydraulic 
depositing metals. Since most any metal can be used as the : 

: oe valve lifter was developed. 
cathode, many very important applications of the process ‘ ‘ 5 : , 

. : ae This unit consists of a piston arrangement in the cam 
seem possible. The experimentation 1s still in the labora- ¢ * 2 : 

; ; follower which is actuated by oil under pressure. This oil 
tory stage, however, and some time will be necessary be- . 

. sae pressure, plus a spring, take up the slack when the valve 
fore large production can be initiated. c 

’ . : : . is closed, but do not exert enough pressure to open the 
As wire or sheet, tungsten 1s dull white. It is corrosion . 

. : ‘ valve. When the push rod is actuated, a ball check valve 
resistant, and as such, alloyed with chromium and cobalt ; . . . 

je ‘ prevents the oil from leaving the little piston, thus forming 
and steel it makes excellent surgical tools. Permanent . -_ . 

a nearly solid rod. Any variations are automatically taken 
magnets annually absorb several thousand tons of steel . 

at oy. 8 ‘ care of by the opening and closing of the ball check valve 
containing 5 to 6% tungsten. In addition to its well known 4 

‘ - . to allow more oil to enter or a small amount to escape. 
use as light bulb filament, it is used as an x-ray target, in . een 

: : . : The valves are actuated by a single camshaft which 1s 
thermionic tubes, galvonometer suspension, electrical con- 

: ; located above the crankshaft and between the two banks 
tacts, and refractory crucibles. Tungstate of soda is the is z 3 x i 

5 ‘ 5 of pistons. The camshaft is driven by a silent chain drive 
most important tungstate and is used as a mordant in dye- , . 
‘ : Srl y and suitable sprockets from the crankshaft. The intake 
ing and calico printing. It also helps make textiles non- : 7 . . . 
: valve has been increased 3/16 inch in diameter to 1 3/4 
inflammable. “ 3 

i . . # inches and the exhaust valve has been decreased slightly 
With the ever increasing demand for metals that will . : ; 

3 5 ae to 1 7/16 inches in diameter. 
stand up under high temperatures, tungsten, either in its : . . . 

: . The cylinders are supplied with the fuel-charged air 
pure state or its alloyed state, is sure to be one of the . . . 
lead through a single intake manifold located between and 
eaders. 

(please turn to page 40) 

oo ae lie Ne ta 
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baa i wre le 7 oe” Mie 3 | Ceeena ) fy’  & ay aa aie Toy eS eae v4 ea aa F ‘ "Gs poe j nS | oe P 20 Pi. Fe . +7 | Vee SS Oye | ‘a (| CABLE STUDY 
} 4 ae el. oP jase 
poe aon Pe tw i 2 |= — 

|) Gaging work using Exter- |) | eS Fata as 
#9) nal Comparator No. 951 and | meme oats 
|| Amplifier No. 950. be Ha i Le WN, oo me, a a ns eo ine i Paes Po oe 5 LEC) rp ON | i A a othing is guessed at, nothing is taken for granted 
Lp es Sei aneaie a by the engineers in charge of Okonite's cable proving _ VIE, R i RI} i] N iG | EO | U | | DIN AEN 7 oa ground. Buried in various types of chemically different 

ere sd ale ane a eee and highly corrosive earth, pulled into conduit or in- 
Adaptable to many special ap- unit; external and internal com- stalled overhead, electrical cables are tested under con- 

plications such as sorting and  parators; gage head cartridge trolled conditions of temperature, voltage and loading 
quality control devices. Simple for jig or fixture mounting; signal Oe those of actual operation. — 
setting provides readings of light attachment. Write for cat- ,, 18 use since 1936, carefully-recorded tests made in this 
0001” to .00001”. Intermediate alog. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co ‘outdoor laboratory” have disclosed valuable trends. As 0001" to . f , ‘i gd: pe Mig. Sow facts accumulate, Okonite engineers apply their findings 

settings eon beiimade easily to BROWN & SHARPE HFS. CO. to the improvement of their electrical wires and cables. 
match prescribed tolerance limits. BS The Okonite Company, Passaic, N. J. 
Equipment includes: amplifier Providence 1, R. 1, U.S.A. 

TUL td le OK ONITE >... uo insulated wires Gand cable. 
a Insulated wires and cables | 
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A GOOD MYSTERY STORY is wonderful en- sitive reactants. They are non-oxidizing and 

tertainment, fine for relaxation. But for non-sulfonating, and are recoverable from 

downright imagination-stirring interest, many reactions.” 

you can’t beat the confidential progress What does that suggest to you? Con- 

reports from Standard Oil’s research cen- densation? Polymerization? Dehydra- 

ters. tion? Alkylation? Acylation? Esterifica- y: 

For example, here’s an excerpt about tion? 

one of the many products with which Yes, Standard’s alkanesulfonic* acids 

we’re now working: are of value in all these processes. We’re 

“These new alkanesulfonic acids are un- sure we’ll discover other uses, just as 

usually effective catalysts for a variety of countless uses have already been discov- 

organic reactions, particularly where con- ered for the hundreds of other products 
Ly. 

ventional catalysts cause degradation of sen- we make from petroleum. 

d Oil Ce y aie Standard Oil Company (mia 
2 4) 

(INDIANA) | 
‘Biles 

“Now being marketed by Indoil Chemical Comvany, a subsidiary of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) ee 
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essen rate ra 

“ou Aad BOSS) v 
Veo TA NV Nag CRS NS When you're looking for a 
VAR A EE gE AS ae < 
VASES i oe a single source of supply for 

\\ Fyn ea a complete line of electrical 
i Wg roughing-in materials, 

National Electric 
PROBLEM: You are designing a valve grinding is your b ur best bet. 
machine. You have to provide a drive for the chuck WIRES y 
that holds the valve stem. This chuck must be adjust- Naas NATIONAL 
able in three different directions. Your problem 
now is to devise a method of driving the chuck which CONDUIT = 
ermits these adjustments. How would you do it? ; a] P eel y A Syatol o& Quilty 

THE SIMPLE ANSWER: Use an S.S.White power Since 1908 es 
drive flexible shaft to transmit power to the chuck. ee 7 2 
The shaft provides a positive, dependable drive | Mia*.. ters * 
that permits free movement of the chuck in ny | = WONORGIEICCIIIC 
direction. L =Droducte Caornaration 

This is just one of hundreds of remote control and ee _ 
power drive problems to which S.S.White flexible — Soe 
shafts provide a simple answer. That's why every 
engineer should be familiar with the wide range it 
and scope of these useful ‘‘Metal Muscles’’* for Jaw f on the Lime. 
mechanical bodies. 

7 a Pa || |. 6 @ . ‘ 
if \ i: “td y Ca ius See a3 

This is how one large manufacturer did it. : : . — a ‘ . A 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4501 —— “| . 7 <7 

ing data about flexible shafts and 34 rr lrLE>==. CC 
their application. A copy is yours LF a ee r free for osking. Write today." ARee/ =| INTERUATIONAL TANDAND oF xn: ~ 
“Trademark Reg. U.S. Pat. Of fox] oa rrtrti=<(=—t—sti—iCSS 

SS.WHITE : e e 

THE S.$. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION Youll alwouyo WU 
Derr. ¢, 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N.Y. oom 

taut evra ano cumeme Toots s) srciacroumans Resets 271 NINTH STREET, yy) sone? Sana, Saat ss HIGGINS INK CO, INC. saooKtyN is VY. 
One of Americas AAA Industrial Enterprises 
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The answer, of course, is never—not as long as he continues to 

be an engineer. As an engineer, every problem put to you, in school 

and out, will always test your professional skill and ingenuity. 

The next step, then, is to make sure you'll always pass. 

Today you’re passing those exams with the information you’re 

getting out of books, lectures and the laboratory. Tomorrow, when 

you are out on the job, the lectures and the laboratory will be 

gone. But your engineering books will always be there, and to 

them you will add the business and technical magazines devoted 

to your special branch of work. 

Many of the books you are using now and will use throughout 

your career bear the McGraw-Hill imprint, for McGraw-Hill is 

the world’s leading publisher of technical and scientific works. 

Pick up the writings of an authority in your branch of engineering 

and there’s a good chance they were published by McGraw-Hill, 

for McGraw-Hill books are the works of the leaders in 

technology and science. 

In the McGraw-Hill magazine covering the industry you’re 

preparing for, you will find the news and reports on current 

developments in your profession that every engineer and 

businessman needs to keep posted. Editors of McGraw-Hill 

magazines, for example, travel over 2 million miles a year to 

probe for the facts and news they bring their readers. 

For the exams you'll always have to pass—keep yourself posted 

with McGraw-Hill books and magazines. 

E McGraw-Hill Publications 

LEE Ge 
EAD QUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL TN FORM ATION 

x I. NF | 
330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 
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a C ENGINES o 6 6 (continued from page 36) 

above the two banks of cylinders. The individual intake ing engine has an increase in fuel economy also. The old 
passages are surrounded by the exhaust gas jacket, making straight engine had a fuel consumption of 0.620 Ib. per hp. 
possible some use of the waste heat in heating the incoming hour while the new engine uses 0.533 Ib. per hp. hour, 
charge. Removal of the exhaust gases is done through a a decrease of about 14 per cent. With this decrease in fuel 
manifold extending down each bank of cylinders along rate for increased horsepower, the thermal efficiency has the outside. increased to about 26 per cent, an increase of 18 per cent New Combination Vacuum Pump and Fuel Pump over the old design. 

In addition to the design changes which are common The weight per horsepower is the measure of the weight 
to both engines, the Kettering engine now uses a newly improvement in any engine. The new engine weighs only 
developed combination vacuum pump and fuel pump. 5.52 |b. per hp. as compared to a weight of 6.22 lb. per hp. They are both driven through rocker arms riding on a in the old design. 

: The use of balance pads on a number of the moving 
. \ Fe é parts has increased the balance of these parts, thus re- 
a . Wj, ey a ducing the cause for much of the vibration which is detri- 

a SA, ~~" me mental to both the engine and the automobile. 
Be “cpg Uf Tf Vf f 5 Improvements and the Consumer 

A c oe Uf Py i oe The average purchaser of such an engine in his auto- 
oy : SS v4 thi ; LEN ~~ mobile does not understand the technical facts about the 

fay 4 ~. a's sa improvements. Rather than these technicalities he thinks iH s “ ea e ee 7 ‘ , _ about the power available and the miles he can travel per 
EAS NE . ae (ii. i gallon of gasoline. The power has been increased, that 

Made: Z..@ SS Uf is true; but the engine rating is based on a maximum 
4 ’ < 1 ST We available rather than the power which is ordinarily de- 

: Ve oy J livered or needed by the automobile in ordinary circum- 
' i Se stances. So far no drastic increases in mileage have been 
i : 4 guaranteed; although no actual figures are available, some 

i. s. increase is predicted. Actually the compression ratio which , 
- : : . will be used has been increased only very little over that 

pistons and camshaft. The new valve mechagion Slee tkowe, Which is used in present models. 
(Photograph courtesy Popular Science Magazine) New Designs and the Future 

common eccentric on the camshaft. The double-acting The 12 to 1 compression ratio for which the engine has 
vacuum pump serves as a booster between the manifold originally been designed will undoubtedly be seen in use 
and the windshield wiper because the increased slope of some time in the future. This still remains for the advent 
the windshield requires more vacuum to drive the wipers. of 100 octane gasoline in quantities available to the general 
Both pumps operate on the principle of the diaphragm. consumer. The future development, then, of the much , 

The dual carburetor has been simplified so that all oper- improved designs with drastic increases in efficiencies and 
ating parts are mounted inside the top cover, which means decreases in fuel rates lies in the hands of the gasoline 
easier servicing. All of the working members are removed industry, which must supply this high octane fuel in 
by simply removing the cover. quantity and at reasonable prices. This may be in the near 

A new baffled crankcase breather is mounted at the rear future since designs of the engine and those directly con- 
of the engine between the banks of cylinders. The baffling nected to the engine, such as the tooling and the engine 
removes the oil vapor in two steps and returns it to the mountings, have been made with this change in mind so 
crankcase. that with only a minimum of retooling and changes the 

Advantages of the New Design engine could be modified to change the compression ratio 
This new engine design has numerous advantages. to up to 12 to 1. With this high compression ratio and 

The power has been increased for a shorter, lighter unit. high octane fuels, the Oldsmobile engineers have pre- 
The power of the Cadillac engine has been increased to dicted up to and even exceeding 25 miles to the gallon 
160 hp., 10 hp. over the 1948 model V-type engine, with of gasoline in ordinary city driving. 
a decrease in weight of about 200 pounds. The Kettering The new design has, however, set up a challenge to other 
engine, rated at 135 hp., has a power rating approximately engine manufacturers. Undoubtedly this will lead to fur- 
17 per cent greater than engines of the same displacement. ther improvements or further changes in design. This 
The old engine had a rating of 115 hp. fact is typical of our type of economy, where competition 

Fuel economy is a good selling point. Cadillac reports leads to improvement. Basic research, too, is important 
a 15 to 20 per cent increase in fuel economy. The Ketter- in the development of new and improved products. 
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...@ great name in research with a big future in CHEMISTRY 

business more than G. E.; the breakfast service may be G-E 
PLASTICS -h MULTIMILLION- fifty years ago by mold- plastics plates and cups in beautiful 

ing carbon rods for arc pastel shades. Your automobile, your re- 

lamps from clay and frigerator, your radio, your camera—all 
DOLLAR INDUSTRY lampblack. Later, are likely to incorporate plastics parts 

G. E.’s plastics opera- produced by General Electric. 
tions expanded rap- . AND STILL GROWING idly, when plasties The Scope of G-E Chemical 
began to be used ex- Department's Operations 

tensively in electrical insulation. Molded plastics are just one part of 
“Plastics” to most people connotes As General Electric’s plastics opera- General Electric's Chemical Depart- 
something modern —something new. tions grew, it became practical to offer ment’s operations. Other products made 
And the plastics industry, as it now ex- plastics services to other companies. and sold by the Chemical Department 
ists, is still an infant, but a lusty and include the amazing new materials of or- 
vigorous one. pee ve 4 ae fe a ganic-silicon chemistry called silicones, 

How fast it has grown’ in a short span see Ff - eae oa “wes . Glyptal* alkyd resins, insulating var- 

of years is indicated by these figures, Y < Sy gee nishes, permanent magnets, and plastics 
which show the number of plastics a Rede ba A ‘ etm 

molding plants in the United States in oe? * "GD > — © 63g — — “ | 
the last thirty-nine years: fea cot _ 2 ef Cf = tS) ig of ee 

1910 8 plants ~~ So —. ( r \ 
1920 63 plants peo pass oe se mL ee 
1930 172 plants 0 9 gate tes > 4 a, eo? mes 
1940 575 plants et Byatt A ET af 
1949 1,160 plants (estimated) : ae fo. ee 

—_. ene Cn pa g8lE Gent: 
of. five densi: Sanraique & ON eee” _. Ge f’, sa pa—~4 ow General Electric is unique in the ew Mee igen . 

£ Jl fo ao ~ : industry, being both a manufacturer of q \ Sa eal 

ff se _ ay plastics molding materials and one of lll 
Lif { > ~~. the world’s largest plastics molders. 
een i > G. E. provides a complete plastics molding compounds. Every month new 

Limca ore peetaie arcarege 7 UR service. It has facilities for producing chemical developments are coming from 
a a, opti =e : special types of molding compounds and the G-E research laboratories. And the 

i) MUS? Bl SHOPROME for designing, engineering, and mold- variety and scope of G-E chemical op- 
of Sa semvimmewesind — ing any kind of plastics part or product. erations promise to broaden tremen- 

EA J : : / You may breakfast at a dinette table dously as this research progresses. 
Cat _. ne with a surface of G-E Textolite* (a For more information, write Chemical 

laminated sheet plastics); your toaster Department, General Electric Com- 
The Ancients Molded Plastics may have a base of plastics, molded by pany, Pittsfield, Massachusetts. 

But the art of casting “plastic” material : 
in molds is an old one. As long ago as 

King Solomon's time, asphalts and min- 

eral tars were being molded into useful A message to students of chemistry from rae 
shapes. / F. W. WARNER E . Vhese natural molding materials were Engineering Manager of the G-E Plastics Division am . 
the only ones available for centuries— ae ee 
until the invention, in 1869, of the first The rapid growth of the plastics industry in the last ten ‘ ae 
modern synthetic plastic, celluloid. To- years offers us some idea of the progress we may expect in ‘ea 
day the plastics industry makes dozens plastics within the next decade. For a young man who wants a Z 
of synthetic materials with a wide range to “grow up” witha rapidly expanding business, the field of “ee 
of molding characteristics. plastics seems to offer particularly attractive opportunities. aa, 

General Electric entered the plastics 
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